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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY

I Ollj ECTIVES

The Team was chartered with the objective of providing NRC senior managers with a current
assessment of licensee performance in the functional areas of operations, radiological controls,
maintenance and surveillance, engineering and technical support, and safety assessment a i
quality verification. The Team conducted a broad-based inspection which utilized extensise
inspector experience and expertise in applying performance-based inspection techniques. )
Additionally, the Team compared the level of performance it observed with that characterized j
in the most recent Systematic Aswssment of Licensee Performance (S AI.P) report.

2 OVERALL CONCLUSION

The Team concluded that Peach Ibttom Atomic Power Station is being operated and maintained
in a safe manner. Philadelphia Electric Company, the liensee, has initiated a multi-faceted
effort to improve supervisory training and establish supervisory responsibility and accountability.
Additionally, several promising programs and initiatises have been recently established to
improve performance and to address previously identified weaknesses. However, these programs
have not been in- place for a sufficient period to assess their long-term effectiveness.
Notwithstanding observed performance levels that evidenced the overall safe operation of the
facility consistent with previous NRC assessments, the Team observed weaknesses in licensee
evaluation of degraded or inoperable control room instrumentation and permanently installed

- plant instrumentation. Weaknesses were also identi6ed in the lack of interim corrective actions
for self-assessment findings and in the control of documents related to modifications and
temporary plant and procedure changes.

3 CONCLUSIONS FOR EACll AREA

- 3.1 Operations

Operations performance was generally consistent with the conclusions in the previous SALP
- report. Control room operators were attentive, knowledgeable, and conducted themselves in a
professional manner. Staffing levels were appropriate and interdepartmental communications-
were effective. However, the Team identified weakness in the comprehensive evaluation of
control room instrumentation de6ciencies 'with respect to emergency operating procedure
implementation, emergency action level entry conditions, and lesser plant transient response
capabilities. Concerns were raised regarding control room congestion, the lack of timely actions
to return safety-related equipment to service, and the inappropriate authorization of documents

,

which could bypass the procedure revision process. The Team expressed concern that these
issues were not identified by the staff or through licensee program or management oversight
functions.

ii
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3,2 . Itadiological Controls

Overall, Radiological Controls performance was observed to be good, with improvements noted
over the last several years. SpeciDeally, the licensee has achieved significant reductions in

_

aggregate site exposure and the percentage of contaminated area, However, the Team observed
inconsistent performance in ALARA planning, communications, supervisory effectiveness, and
training (continuing training for transient technicians). Although clearly decreasing, the number
of personnel contamination events remains above industry averages. liffective corrective action
plans for the findings from self-assessments, audits, and this Team inspection are essential, and
increased development of the source term reduction program is needed.

3.3 Maintenance and Sur eillance

Performance in the areas of maintenance cond surveillance was good and supported safe station
operation. Craft personnel were knowledgeable and reflected prot-r safety perspectives.
Staf0ng levels were adequate. High priority maintenance items we y gressively pursued.

" However, a large and slightly increasing backlog of lower pnority corruve maintenance was
noted. The quality and completeness of work packages was inconsistent, troubleshooting and

i

_ post. maintenance testing guidance were varied, and both appeared to be the result of a weak |

planning process The licensee recently implemented personnel changes to address this issue.
The quality of maintenance act vities was very much dependent on the knowledge and experiencei

of the staff. The Team expressed concern that the licensee did not have a program to evaluate
the effect of permanently installed instrumentation found to be out of tolerance.

3.4 Engineering and Technical Support

Overall, engineering and technical support programs functioned effectively to support safe
operations and modification activitics at the station. The licensee established several signi6 cant
ir.itiatives to provide greater design control of modification activities. For example, the i,censee
-is establishing a consistent set of " Common Nuclear Procedures" and a hhxtification Process
Integration program, and is performing design -basis document generation and con 6guration
management and issues assessments. Modification Teams, which coordinate the interdisciplinary
review of plant modiGcations, was a program strength. Modi 6 cation acceptance testing was well
controlled and adequately documented. Technical support and system engineering performance
was inconsistent. Phnt engineering personnel had been reorganized to better supervise system
engineers and to better coordinate with corporate engineering. However, this caused some
reassignments such that system engineers lacked specific experience and sustained system
knowledge. An ambitious training matrix bas been developed in response to this concern. To-

date, the use of performance monitoring data with respect to trending and analyzing has been
limited. Site engineering is heavily burdened with the ongoing attempt to reduce a large
nonconformance report backlog. However, the licensee has appropriately assessed and
prioritized the backlog. Finally, the Team identi6ed continuing weakness in the control of
temporary plant alterations and temporary procedure changes.

ill
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3.5 - Safety Assessment and' Quality Verification

- - -

-The assurance of quality at Peach Bottom was good, The basis for this conclusion was-

supported, in part, by the recent implementation of new programs to correct previous quality'
- assurance weaknesses, such as the Experience Assessment Ilranch, the Nuclear Quality Assurance
Task Team, the Peach Bottom self-assessment process, and the Corrective Action Program Task
Force. The Team recognized that the initiatives had not been in progress sufficientiv long to

'

establish sustained effectiveness. The Nuclear Review Board and the Station Update Meetings
were comprehensive in nature and favorably impressive, The first recently completed station-
wide self-assessment initiative was positive. The assessment guidance was basic, and corrective
action plan development remains to be accomplished. Similarly, the Event investigation Program

2 .
is a sound in:tiative to address the deficiencies in previous corrective action programs, but
sustained perf_ormance remains to be demonstrated.

,
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DETAILS

1 INTitODUCTION

1.1 Background

During the last several years, the licensee and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
identified a series of program and personnel performance problems at Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station. In the most recent Systematic Asse3sment of 1.icensee Performance (sal.P)
Report issued in December 1991, the NRC noted that the licensee had initiated a senes of
comprehensise self-assessments that were effectise in identifying program and personnel
performance areas for improvement. The positive effects of some of these self- rsessment etforts
was offset by ineffective root cause analyses and weak implementation of corresponding
corrective actions. Also, personnel crcor, procedure weakness, and lack of attention to detail
continued to be persistent problems in the conduct of routine activities. As a result, the NRC
found that licensee efforts to improve performance were slowed and that nc consistent trend
developed in the overall level of performance. On the basis of the results of this sal.P. the
NRC decided to review in more detail the functional areas of operations, radiation protection, "

maintenance and surveillance, engineering and technical support, and safety assessment and
quality veri 6 cation.

1.2 Scope

in order to provide NRC senior managers with a current a3sessment of perform:mee at the Peach
llott0m Atomic Power Station and to evaluate licente effectiveness in resolving past weaknesses.
an integrated Performance Assessment Team was chartered to perform a broad based inspection
of licensee performance in the five functional areas of operations, radiological controls,
maintenance and surveillance, engineering and technical support, and safety assessment and
quality verification. The Team compared the observed performance with that described in the

~

most recent SALP. The Team employed performance-based inspection techniques, observing
ongoing activities, and, as necessary, reviewing programs and procedures.

1.3 Methodology

The Team assessed the oserall effectiveness of plant operations, radiological controls,
maintenance and surveillance, engineering and technical support, and safety assessment and
quality veri 6 cation. The Team placed primary emphasis on observing in-plant, day-to-day
activities.

1.3.1 Operations

The Team observed the activities of the operations staff in the control room and in the field and
reviewed operator logs, clearance and taggmg, surveillance testing, shift turnosers, and other

1
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practices. The Team interviewed individuals at all levels of the operations department and
selected individuals who provided support to the operations department to assess their knowledge
of responsibilities and their performance expectations. The Team attended various daily meetings
to assess the interface between the operations and other departments.

!1.3.2 Radiological Controls

The Team reviewed the organizational structure and staffing as well as the results of recent
,

audits, monitoring, and the self-assessment initiative. The Team observed ongoing planned and
emergent work activities to determine the effectiveness of and adherence to established controls.
Emphasis of the observations was placed on the licensee incorporation of ALARA concepts and
techniques into all aspects of plant operations, maintenance, and modification. Additionally, the
Team reviewed long-term plans to improve performance such as the source term reduction
program.

1.3.3 Mnintennnee and Surveillance

The Team observed ongoing Deld activities to determine the effectiveness of work controls, ,

supervisorv osersight, and craftsmanship quality. The Team reviewed work prioritiration,
,

. planning, and scheduling to assess safety perspectives and to qualify backlog status and to assess
the technical and administrative adequacy of the surveillance test program.

1.3.4 Engineering and Technient Support

The Team observed various aspects of the engineering programs, including design and
modification engineenng, system engineering, and engineering problems affecting plant
operation. Sped 6cally, the Team revieved the quality of selected permanent and temporary
plant modifications, the_ technical adequacy of dispositioned nonconformance reports, the
effectiveness of corporate and system engineering interface with other station disciplines, and the
scope of recent initiatives and programs established to improve engineering performance.

l.3.5 Safety Assessment-nud Quality Verification

The Team reviewed issue identiGeation, tracking, and resolution processes, including the Event
investigation Program. Additionally, the Team evaluated- onsite and offsite safety review
committee perforiaance and the effectiveness of the Quality Assurance program and the
independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG). -Finally. the Team conducted an assessment of
the recent self-assessment initiative.,

2 FINDINGS

2.I' Operations
o

Tiie Team observed and evaluated the effectiveness of the operations department in the
performance of various activities to assess levels of performance and the quality of

2
;
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intradepartmental and interdepartmental communication. The results of these performance
assessments, along with related personnel interviews and documentation reviews vcare used to
identify strengths and weaknesses in the conduct of operations. The Team also compared these
results to the results of the recent Peach Bottom operations department self-assessment.

- - =2,1.1- Perfonnance Effectiveness

Based upon observations, interviews, and reviews, the Team determined that --

The licensee complied with technical specincation shift staffing requirements..

Oecasionallyg an additional shift supervisor (SSV) was included on shift to support the
control room SSV. This additional SSV usually handled the oversight of activities
outside the control room, which relieved some of the administrative burden on the
control room SSV. The licensee was in the process of hiring a number of potential
reactor operator candidates in an attempt to increase the number of available licensed
operators. The licensee also improved the career path guidance for non-liccased
operators to facilitate entry into licensed operator training for qualified individuals.

The control room operators and the plant operators were knowledgeable, professional,.

and attentive to their duties, Response to control room almms was good. The technical
assessment provided by the shift technical advisor (S'i A) to shift managers was a noted
strength.

Cognizance of plant activities by the control room staff was good. This cognizance was- .
,

supported by good communications between the control room and personnel performing
field activities.

The shift -turnover process ensured a thorough review and understanding of plant.

conditions. The control room turnover meeting for each shift was widely attended by
representatives from the other onsite departments that routinely interface with operations

.

and open communication was encouraged.
!

-

. ' Conduct of control room activities was typically controlled in an acceptable manner,
_ ith two specific exceptions. First, the Team occasionally observed excessive numbersw,

of non-essential persormel in the controls area of the control room, many of whom had
not obtained appropriate authorization for access. Second, many of these personnel

_

could have hindered the operators' ability to monitor panels and manipulate controh,
These issues were promptly addressed by the licensee during the inspection, but the
initial observations were contrary to established performance standards.

! Controls ensured- that the fire brigade composition was appropriate for each shift..

| Three of the five-member fire brigade positions were staffed from the operations
department (usually the floor foreman and two other plant operators). The remaining

l|
two positions were staffed by quali6ed emergency medical technicians (EMTs) from the
security department.

:
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The licensee made a concerted effort to ensure that plant labeling was accurate and |.

legible. In the area of housekeeping, most of the plant was in good condition, l

however, certain areas were in need of further attention (speciGeally, the area under the
diesel generators and some of the ECCS pump rooms). The Team noted no operability
concerns. i

Shift log keeping was of acceptable quality. The Assistant Operations Superintendent.

has been routinely assessing the gaality of operations logs since November 1991 in
response to prior concerns about log content and quality.

System configurations were adequately controlled during surveillance tests, system.

lineup verifications (checkoff lists), and clearance and tagging evolutions. The Team
found one exception regarding independent verification following performance of a
system operating (SO) procedure. (See Section 2.1.2)

The imp!cmentation of the new clearance and tagging process through the Plant.

information Monitoring System (PIMS) was a oositive initiative.

2.1.2 Adequacy nnd Use of Procedures

Overall, the quality of existing procedures was acceptable and the procedures were used
appropriately by the operations department staff. Establist.ed operator aids were good and were
appropriately controlled by the shift technical advisors. However, the Team noted some
procedural deficiencies as well as some activities which lacked needed procedural guidance. The
Team also identified an issue related to instructions provided to the operators which were not
appropriately handled through formal procedure change processes.

2.1.2.1 Procedure Deficiencies

An SO .pfocedure that affected an air roll of the emergency diesel generator required
manipulation of the normally locked open diesel lube oil booster block valves. The procedure
provided no guidance for independent verification of vahe position after return to standby ,

|readiness. The licensee noted that the requirement for independent verification of locked valves
was prescribed in an administrative procedure (A-8), but acknowledged that the lack of guidance
in the specific SO provided an additional challenge to the operator. In response, the licensee
modified the specific SO procedure to include he independent veri 6 cation requirement and is
evaluating how to address this configuration control issue generically for SO procedures. .

In general, alarm response cards (ARC) were not written per the established writers guide for
specification of nomenclature. A Unit 2 ARC concerning core spray header differential pressure
was not consistent with technical specification requirements for declaring the core spray system
inoperable. The licensee changed the ARC and also performed an audit of other ARCS related
to technical specification action statements and determined that no other conflicts with technical
specification requirements existed.

4
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2.1.2.2 Weak Procedural Guidance

The Team observed that the licensee had no procedure to control the transfer of the electro-
hydraulic control (EHC) system pressure regulators. However, by the end of the inspection, the
licensee had. developed and approved a procedure to specify necessary operator actions.
Similarly, the Team observed the licensee had no procedures for system filling and venting prior >

to system startup. .The operations department specifically noted this as a weakness in the recent
self-assessment. The scope and schedule for developing these procedures was yet to t>e
developed.

2.1.2.3 Infonnal Application of Procedural Guidance

The Team found two instances in which procedural guidance was promulgated in an informal '

manner. A control room information tag provided operationalinstructions that were not similarly
established by plant operating procedures. A night order entry was endorsed, which included
information about the operation of the reactor building remilation system, that should have been
implemented through the temporary procedure change prccess.

2.1.3 Delay in Returning Emergency Service Water System to Sersice ;

The Team noted as a weakness an unnecessary delay in returning an out-of-service emergency
service water (ESW) pump to service. Relay cr s, a breaker modification, instrument
preventive maintenance, and an oil change were completed on the "B" ESW pump, ahead of
schedule, and the- pump was- turned over by the maintenance department to operations for
clearance. Post maintenance testing and return of the pump to service was then delayed for
approximately 2% shifts. Due to resource limitations, shift managers determined that the
upcoming day shift would be better staffed to remove the pump clearance and that this was
acceptable, since the plant was only on the second day of a seven day technical specification (TS)

- limiting condition for operation (LCO) action statement for the out-of-service pump. The Team
acknowledged the increased workload on the particular off-hours shifts and the fact that the pump
was returned to service within the sese+ day LCO. However, the Team expressed concern that
minimizing time within the LCO action statement did not receive a higher priority. The licensee -

indicated that this event will be reviewed and discussed during subsequent Shift Manager team
'

building sessions.

2.1.4 -Tagging and Control Room Deficiencies'

The Team identified several issues related to tags attached to the controls and instrumentation
within the control room and their potential to affect operator performance. While the recenti

operations department self-assessment identified the number of tags within the control room as'

a weakness, the Team was concerned that, other than assessing the effect on TS LCOs, control

[ room out-of-service instrumentation was not routinely assessed for its overall effect on operator
performance and prioritized for repair accordingly.

| I
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included _in the variety of tags attached to the control room controls and instrumentation were
deficiency tags (yellow stickers) and clearance tags (red for danger, red / white for special ;

conditions, and white for information). The Clearance and Tagging Manual (CTM), Revision '

e 2, adequately addressed the control and use of the clearance tags; however, minimal pnxedural
guidance existed for the use of the yellow deficiency tags, i

l
i

The Team observed that the application of various tagging systems was not always consistent I
'with established procedures, the guidance contained in the CTM or with verbal descriptions -

- provided by the Instrumentation and Control (l&C) Supervisor. Specifically--

->rllow deficiency stickers - When a deficiency was identitled in the plant that could.

affect the operation or indication of equipment controlled from the control room,
Administrative Guideline (AG) 26.1," Equipment Trouble Tag (ETT) Initiation and -
Processing," Revision 0, provided for the application of a yellow tag to the remote
equipment or the hardware in the control room. The tag reminded the operators that
a significant problem existed with equipment in the plant. However, the Team noted
instances where the system has been inappropriately used as a deficiency indicator and
work order initiator for controls and instrumentation in the control room that are not
functioning properly.

red danger tags - The CTM defmes the red tag for installation in clearance points that.

isolate equipment from sources of energy such that work may be performed. However,
the team identified instances in which danger tags were inappropriately used to remind

- operators not to operate equipment or that equipment was permanently removed.

red / white special clearance tags (SCT) - The CTM defmes the SCT for isolating.

equipment from sources of energy in order to permit work. Authorized personnel may
~ test or operate the equipment that is tagged while working under a clearance. However,
the team noted instances where SCTs were inappropriately used to inform operators that
equipment was degraded, but still available if needed.

white information tag - The CTM states that the white tag does not isolate equipment,.

but provides information only as part of a clearance. However the Team noted that
information tags were overly used and not part of a clearance, and used as an informal

'

- operator aid; which should be controlled by another program.

If a ragged component was related to a TS LCO, a high priority was set on the repair and return
of the component to service prior to expiration _ of the LCO action statement. However, if the
component was not LCO-related, the Team-noted conditions that could potentially challenge
operator ability to_ mitigate the consequences of abnormal plant or accident conditiors.
Specifically, the effect of inoperable equipment on operator ability to implement the emergency
operating procedures (EOPs) had not been assessed oy the licensee. On three occasions during

- the inspection, the Team identified the following inoperable instruments that directly affected the
EOPs that the licensee had not comprehensively evaluated.

,

L
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Area Radiation Monitor 7.8 - This out-of-service indicator in the Unit 3 reactor.

building 195 ft fan room was referenced in Transient Response implementation
Procedures (TRIP) T 103, " Secondary Containment Control." The licensee promptly-
acted to return this instrument to service after the Team questioned the inoperability
with respect to EOP implementation.

Drywell Temt erature Indication (Tli-2501. point #127) - This Unit 2 temperature.

indication was referenced in TRIP procedure T-102, " Primary Containment Control."
The instrument could not be returned to service treause drywell entry was required to
accomplish necessary repairs. Subsequent to the Team concern about the effect of
instrument itioperability on EOP implementation, a management position was prepared
by the operations department, and approved by the Plant Operations Review Committee
(PORC), that explained how to interpret table DW/T-1 of T-102 that referenced the
out-of-service instrument. The management position was required reading for all
licensed operators. An operator aid was posted to clanfy operator options with the
instrument out-of-service. The Team found the corrective actions adequate until the
instrument could be returned to service. The repair has been scheduled for the next
entry into the drywell.

Torus Pressure Indicator (PI 4953) - The TRIP procedures note-that this Unit 2.

indicator shall be used to determine torus pressure so that torus spray can be initiated
before the torus reaches 9 psi. - After questioning the shift managemen about the

-indicator, the Team determined that shift management was unaware that the n.dicator
was out of service. The out-of-service tag was not affixed directly to the instrument

-(it was located slightly below the instrument). The tag was reattached directly to the
instrument. The instrument will remain out of-service until a new pressure transmitter
is installed. The repair has been scheduled for the next refueling outage.

The combined effect of various inoperable pieces of equipment was not evaluated beyond TS
applications. The total number of tagged instruments and controls appeared to be excessive,
giving an impression of acceptance by the operations staff. While licensee efforts to resolve
deficiencies and remove tags were noted, the backlog has remained relatively constant. Further
interviews with operators revealed that the reason for the individual tags was not always known.

2.1.5 -Training -

-The status of operations department training was good. Operations depanment management has,

dedicated a significant amount of time ar.d resources to training and improving the operations and
training interface. The licensee was giving particular anention to improving non-licensed
operator training, on-the-job training (OJT) and on-the-job evaluation (OJE), and training for

_

technical staff and managers.

In the ;ummer of 1990, the Station Vice President commissioned a task force to perform a
critical self-assessment of the training programs for licensed operators, non-licensed operators,
shift technical advisors, shift managers, and the technical staff and managers. This task force|

7
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was composed of representatives from Peach llottom management, the technical staff, the -|
training staff, and other plant departments.

The results of the self-assessment indicated that the programs for the licensed operators were well !
developed and effective and were strongly supported by operations management. liowever, the
programs for the other areas had significant weaknesses such that prot 0:ms that had been
identified in earlier audits and asessments continued to exist.

'
Upon reviewing the results of the self-assessment and learning that many of the problems had
been previously identified, the Vice President commissioned a second task force for a quality
improsement evaluation and root-cause analysis. The root-cause of the recurring problems was
determined to be a lack of line management involvement and tl.eir lack of ownership of their
respective tvining programs. The contributing factors included --

Ineffective communications between plant management and the training organization..
.

Lack of line management knowledge of the training and accreditation proce3ses, '
.

Training policies and expectations were not commumcated to line manniement,.

Corrective actions were directed only to the training organizations, and.

Line management was not involved with resource allocation..

The licensee responded to these findings by initiating the following actions --

Reassignment of personnel between training and the other affected departments..

Establishment of a Station Training Council,.

Discussion of training issues at the daily '.eadership meeting,.

Integration of the training schedule contract,.

Establishment of line managers as adjunct faculty,.

Development of a continuing action plan, and.

Assignment of action items to specific line managers..

The Team determined that the licensee self-assessmer.' and proposed actions were pmactive.-

F Based on the self-assessment findings reviewed by the Team, no further involvement by the NRC
' '

.in operations departms: training issues is warranted at this time. The licensee intends to
demonstrate a continuing commitment to improving the skills and abilities of the staff through

'

sustained management sponsorship, continued commitment to enhancing the training curriculum.
and continued improvements in the quality and effectiveness of the training programs.

I 2.1.6 _ Op&ations Self-Assessment
;

| ' At the beg.nning~ of the inspection, operations department management presented the results of
the recent self-assessment -to the Team. The self-assessment findings were categorized as
strengthscwatf:. arias, or weaknesses. The Team assessed the validity of the operations self-
assessment results on the basis of their observations during the inspection.

!
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- While the Team found the overall self-assessment results to be valid, it was difficult to determine
what process management would establish for improvement efforts because; (1) the findings were
quite general and (2) the licensee had not assigned priorities to the planned Corrective actions.

The Team concurred with noted strengths in the operations training area, career path
improvement, plant labeling, and the contribution the unit coordinators made to the interface
between the operations and maintenance departments. While the new Plf.iS was viewed as a

,

positive initiative, the Team hesitated to categorize it as a strength in the operations area until
initial implementation dif0culties were ironed out, particularly in the clearance and tagging area.

The Team found that the operations department is already taking steps to address some of the
watch areas identiGed by the self-assessment. In particular, hiring efforts are underway in an
attempt to ultimately increase the total number of licensed operators. Also, the administrative

i- procedure which controls the locked valve program (A-8) was being rewritten to correct the
noted de6ciencies.'

Operations management appropriately identified the lack of system fill and vent procedures as
a weakness and will request systen, engineering to develop these procedures. Out-of-service
control room instrumentation was also a noted weakness but little additional detail was provided.
While the licensee identified as a weakness the lack of availability of the Operations
Superintendent 'and the Assistant Operations Superintendent, the Team also noted that the shift
manager's administrative responsibilities often interfered with their managerial oversight function,
particularly on day shift, due to administrative duties. The licensee acknowledged the Team
observations and noted that an effort would be made to reassess shift manager activities and
allotment of time,

i

Another_-weakness noted by the self-assessment was the communication of standards and
-expectations to all levels of the operations department staff. Overall, the Team observed that the
operations department line personnel performed their functions in accordance with the
performance standards established in the Opemtions h1anual (Oht) and Operations hianagement

hianual (Ohihi). However,:the Team found the licensee identification of this issue as a
weakness to be appropriate due to the nature of some of the issues identified during the
inspection. Several inspection issues (control room control problems, lack of assessment of
effects of control room deficienciw delay of ESW pump return to service, and inappropriate
information i night orders)- which were not identiGed by- the licensee, were indicative of
performance levels that were not in accordance with established standards and management ,

expectations.

-2.1.7 - Conclusion -

-Performance in the operations area was acceptable. The reactor operators and shift supervisors
'

- -were knowledgeable and attentive'to the safe operation of the plant. The plant operators were
well trained and professional. Control room command and control within the shift organization
was acceptable with two speci6c exceptions regarding control room crowding and obstruction
of the control panels by non-essential personnel. Cognizance of plant activities by the control

9
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room staff was good and was complemented by goal communications between the control room
and personnel performing field activities Shift turnovers were comprehensive and ensured >

continuing awareness of plant status. The licensee has made a concerted effort to ensure that
plant labeling is accurate and legible, in the housekeeping area, most of the plant was in good '

condition; however, certain areas needed further attention. The operations department was
staffed in accordance with the TS requirements, and the licensee plans to increase the number
of_ licensed operators on each shift. Controls ensured that tire brigade composition was

- ppropriate for each shift. The technical assessment provided by the STA to shift managers wasa

a notable strength.

While pacedure quality was found to be acceptable and existing procedures were used
appropriately - procedures are needed for system filling and venting. The licensee self-
assessment recagnized this need, but has not yet developed thes" procedures. The Team also
noted that other plant infornation systems were sometimes used in place of procedures. In one
case, procedural guidance wt s included on information tags in the control room. in another
case, revised system operat on was included in the night orders that should have been
implemented through the tempmary procedure change process.

Several control room con:rols and instrumentation deficiency issues were identified which could
potentially challenge operator ability to mitigate the consequences of plL abnormal or accident
conditions. In three notable instances, inoperable control room instrumen : that directly affected" '

EOP performance had not been properly assessed. Another weakness invohed delaying for
almost three shifts, the return of an out-of-service Emergency Service Water (ESW) pump for
administrative reasons.

Overall, line personnel were performing their functions in accordance with the performance
standards established in the OM and OMM. However, the Team expressed concern that several
issues identified during the inspection (inappropriate ... formation in night orders, control rocm
command and control problems, lack of assessment of effects of control room deficiencies, and
delay of the ESW pump return to service), were indicative of performance levels that were not
in accordance with established standards and.. management expectations and that were not
identified by the s:aff or through licensee existing program or management oversight functions.

2.2 Radiological Controls

The Team reviewed selected aspects of the radiation protection program. Areas reviewed were-
as follows-

Recent licensee initiatives,.

Organization and staffing,.-

Audits and self-assessments,' .

Radiation protection program. performance, and.-

Contamination of the auxiliary boiler..
.

10
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2.2.1 Recent Licensee initiatives

The Team reviewed recent licensee initiatives designed to enhance performance in the area of
radiation protection. These efforts included station decontamination efforts, radwaste reduction
efforts, personnel exposure reduction efforts, self-assessments, and supervisory training.

|

2.2.1.1 Findings

i
There has been a signincant reduction in the percentage of the station that was contaminated '

(i.e., total contaminated square footage). Current levels were about 6% as of February 1992,
as compared to about 37% in January 1988. The current levels compare very favorably to
similar f acilities. Tne Team noted that the licensee nas also established short term goals to
reduce hot spots throughout the station. Although a long-term plan remains to be established,
the licensee has established a comprehensive cobalt reduction plan. The volume of radwaste 4

stored at the site has been reduced by a factor of six since August 1987.

Although data was limited, personnel contamination rates appear to be decreasing when
considering the work scope involved. For example, there were abo i 1200 personnel ;

contaminations at the station in 1990 as compared to 804 personnel contaminations in 1991, even
though the licensee performed two refueling outages and retubed condensers at each unit in 1991.
Although an apparent reduction was noted, further reduction efforts are needed. There has also
been a signincant reduction in the three year average nggregate yearly exposure of personnel at
the station. The hverage for 1989-1991 was about 322 person-rem as compared to an industry
average of about 382 person-rem.

The Team noted that the licensee performed a self assessment following the 1991 Unit 2
refueling outage and condenser tube replacement. The results of the self-assessment were used
to plan and prepare for a comparable outage at Unit 3 in the fall of 1991. The Team considered
this a positive :nitiative. The licensee also initiated enhanced self-assessments of the station's
radiological controls program which is discussed in Section 2.2.3. In addition, the licensee has
provided supervisory development for the majority of the supervisors in the radiation protection
group.

2.2d.2 Conclusion

The Team concluded that the licensee has been actively attempting to reduce the general
radiological source term at the station and has provided for enhanced self-assessment capah"ities,
Additional efforts to reduce personnel contaminations appear warranted.

2.2.2 Organization and Staffing

The Team reviewed the organization and staf6ng of the on-site radiation protection group. The
Team also reviewed the definition of responsibilities and authorities of various organization
members and evaluated the effectiveness of the organization via_ performance-based observation
of on-going work activities. -

11
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2.2.2.l Findings

The Team review ~.1 an approved organization chart dated January 3'.1992, which clearly
identitled radiation protection work teams that were conceived by the licensee in early January -
1992. Each work team is composed of a number of radiation protection technicians who report
to a single supervisor. The work teams were developed to impros e communications and morale,
and improve the overall effectiveness of the organization. Technicians previously reported to
one of several supervisors on any given day, which apparently contributed to past weaknesses
in supervisory oversight and communication within the group. The work teams include shift
teams that support on-going work activities during day shifts.

The licensee also found it necessary to itnprove supervisory oversight of the applied radiation !

proteciion group. An individual was assigned to the position of Applied Supervisor in December
199 L The Team found that although this individual was provided expectations, which included

'

supervisory ftmetions, the position was not identified on the organizational chart. and was not
provided an approved position description. Further review by the Team identified that a cleai

. description of responsibilities and authorities of personnel within the applied radiation protection
I group was not in-place, position descriptions were not cur ent, and at least six professiorals

within the group did not have job position descriptions. The lack of clearly deimed j
responsibilitieL and authorities was viewed as a program weakness. The licensee initiated acuan

,

to revise and update organization charts and position descriptions, and to develop new position
descriptions as necessary. These actions were completed satisfactorily prior to the conclusion
of the inspection.<

Although essentially all po'.itions were tilled within the radiation protection group, a licensee
_

self-assessment identitled that a base-level stafting number was needed. The licensee was
pursuing this matter via their self-assessment program.

2.2.2.2 Conclusions'

The Team identified clear efforts by the licensee to improve organizational effectiveness, morale,
and communications within the radiation protection organization. Some improvements have been
realized in these areas: However, the licensee needs to review the effectiveness of its radiation
protection organization with regard to organizational development, alignment, staffing.

; responsibilities, and authorities. Recem organizational responsibility changes in the applied
radiation protection organization do not appear to have been implemented in a fully effective

' manner. There remains a need to ensure that a clear understanding of personnel responsibilities
and-authorities is defined n order to realize-significant improcement in performance and
accountabiiit%

2.2.3 Audits, Monitoring nnd Self-Assessments

| The Tsun evaluated the adequacy of audits, monitoring and self-assessments of the iadiation
protection program.,

I
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2.2.3,1 - Findings

Audits of th'e radiation' protection program are performed by the Quality Assurance (QA)
department. A separate group within QA, the Technical hionitoring Group, monitors on-going-

work activities. Another group within QA, Quality Support, performs reviews of procedures.

Team review of technical monitoring reports covering the past year indicated that they were
performance-based and clearly identitled strengths and weaknesses. An individual with health ,

physics expertise and other technical monitors monitored various on-going work activities. The
reports were considered to be of very good quality. However, due to the recent loss of the
individual with radiation protection experience, there has been limited monitoring of radiation,

protection activities since October 1991. Individuals with limited health physics experience have
- been monitoring radiation program activities since that time. Nevertheless, the Tcam found that
the corporate Performance Assessment Division performed assessments of health physics
activities. These assessments more than supplemented the lack of technical monitoring performed
by the QA group. These assessments were of excellent quality and servea to reaffirm the
findings of the technical monitoring reports.

The Team found that the licensee controls the audit program v'.a a master audit plan (h1 AP).
-The MAP includes required frequency and audit scope. The licensee generates an essential
elements document that provides a general outline of the area to be audited. A MAP was
established for each important area to be audited.,

.

Team _ review found that the licensee had recently (within the past year) significantly enhanceJ
the quality and depth of audits of the radiation protection program. The Team found that the

c - licensee performed a comprehensive audit (A0005475) of the radiation pr. xtion program during
j' the period June 10-21, 1991, using an audit team of nine individuals with radiation protection
'

expertise. The audit drew appropriate conclusions from the audit findings and required
comprehensive corrective action for the root causes rather than focusing on individual audit

"
findings, The overall finding of the audit identified a failure by line management to identify,

_

correct, and prevent recurrences of several health physics program weaknesses such as procedural
deficiencies and their implementation. It also identified problems involving a lack of effective
field supervision to identify, correct, and prevent recurrence of improper radiation worker

_

pratices. - The Team observed that the audit findings were elevated to senior management via
issuance of management corrective action requests (MCARs) and that the licensee had initiated
corrective actions to resolve the findings. The corrective actions were on-going at the time of
this inspection. These corrective actions included increased supervisory oversight and
development of work teams. The Team considered the audit to be a commendable initiative.

- The Team found that audits of the training and qualification of plant services personnel (i.e.,

L radiation protection, radwaste and chemistry personnel) over the past two years was limited The
i QA group acknowledged completion of their audit in this area (M AP area C.2) even though the

Team determined that only a few audit requirements identified in the MAP were completed.
These omissions indicated a significant breakdown in the performance of the audit group. The
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quest, and initiatedi

licensee concurred with the Teams concern, issued a corrective act on re
action to reperform the audit. had been previously

Subsequent review by the Team determit,ed that this speci0c concernA CAR had been issued on
identi6ed by the license" during an audit of the QA program.NQA-21 NQA Audits, were

August S,1991, which concluded that tequirements of proceduretive actions outlined in the CAR
not implemented. As of the date of this inspection, all corned in January 1992 to provide for improved
were not complete, but NQA-21 had been revise
audits. tion of it aimed to

The licensee recen ly performed a station-wide self-assessment with a porin the plant servicest

identify weaknesses that may be hindering performance improvemen sd identified st :ngths of the program
organization. Essentially, workers and supervisors met andivided into weaknesses and " watch"h
and areas to be improved. Areas to be improved were t encedures or hardware.l

areas, and further categorized into areas insolsing peop e, pro
d a self assessment, using

The Nuclear Engineering Division in Chesterbrook, PA, also performed weaknesses with efforts to reduce
applicable industry supplied criteria. The assessment founThe licensee developed an action plan to address the
cobalt contamination at the station.
identified weaknesses. visors that they were

The Team found that senior managers told the radiation protection superHowever, the supervisors were not told what itemst

expected to spend more time in the field.This was considered a weakness that could hamper identification o
they were to review.
performance issues.

supporting the site radiation protection
luation of whole body counts,The Corporate Radiation Protection Group was

organization, including assistance with the audit program, evaperformance of AL ARA reviews for design changes, evaluat on oh zine injection. Although support
f personnel contaminationi

concerns, and evaluarian of exposure savings associated witup initiated limited technical oversight
was provided, the Team determined that the corporate grothat the Director cf Radiationl

of the program. The licensee's Radiation Protection Manua statesControl and Chemistry ensures that periodic evaluations of the radiation protecHowever, no defined evaluation
tion program are

conducted both for compliance and performar,ce espectations.Prctection Manual states that the

program was identified. Further, Section 9,22 of the RadiationRadiation Control and Chemistry Section shall establish a programdid not include veri 6 cation of
for providing technical

assessments of all radiation protection activities. The program surveillance of work activities,
compliance, active insolvement in review of program weaknesses,in addition, review of the corporate

identify speciGe goals

and periodic assessments of program effectiveness, Radiation Control and Chemistry Section 1992 Business Plan did notm. Consequently, assessments
related to pericdic evaluations of the radiation protection prograi

performed by this section were priniarily at the request of the stat on,
m and noted that the

The Team also reviewed the radiological occurrence report (ROR) progra1991 to identify trends.
beensee performed a comprehensive esaluation of the RORs from
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However, the licensee apparently had no ongoing review of RORs to identify short term trends
needing interim corrective acticas because the ROR procedure provided weak guidance in this
area. For example in 1992, four RORs indicated that contaminated material was found in a clean
area or that a challenge to a final contamination control boundary had occurred. The RORs for
these events were not closed, but apparently were not being reviewed from a generic basis.

2.23.2 Conclusion

The Team concluded that the licensee had performed extensive performance-based audits of the
radiation protection program and had identified numerous areas for improvement. It brought ,

identified weaknesses to the attention of managers and initiated corrective actions. These efforts
were commendable. It appeared that only within the past year had the licensee identified the full
scope and understood the extent of program weaknesses and its implementation, and initiated
meaningful efforts to correct their root causes. Licensee corrective actions for the weaknesses
were continuing during the inspection and interim corrective actions appear to have improved
performance. Licensee efforts were indicative of managerial efforts to enhance the effectiveness
and implementation of the radiation protection program.

However, weaknesses continue to exist in QA oversight of the training and qualification of plant
services personnel. The licensee needs to clearly define the review res},onsibilities of supervisors
who perform plant tours and enhance independent oversir;ht of the radiation protection program

,

by the corporate radiological controls group.

Lastly, the licensee needs to formally develop an integrated corrective action plan, including
milestones, to resolve the numerous areas for improvement identified by various audit and

.

performance monitoring groups.
|

2,2.4 Radiation Protection Program Performance

The Team reviewed selected radiological work activities including inter- and intradepartmental
communications, supervisory oversight, external and internal exposure controls, ALARA,

-radioactive material ~and contamination controls, and performance of independent radiationy
'

surveys to verify posting.

The Team reviewed work associated with desludging the radioactive waste collection tanks,
,

| replacement of incore instrumentation and a reactar water cleanup pump, and performance
_ associated with cutting highly radioactive control rod blades. In selected areas, the performance;

[ reviewed spanned several years.
p

2.2.4.1 Findings

- From the standpoint of radiological controls, the planning, preparation, and execution of work
activities associated with the recent repair of Unit 2 incore instrumentation and the replacement -

of the-. Unit 2 -reactor water clean-up pump indicated good efforts overall. The licensee
effectively controlled contamination, minimized external and internal exposure, and ensured that
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workers had a good understanding of expected radiological conditions in the work areas. Tents
and high efficiency ventilation systems were effectively used. The use of video tapes of the work
area for training and briefing personnel assigned to replace the reactor water clean up pump was

,

commendable.

Team review of other work activities identined weaknesses in planning and contro! of work. For
example, on February 24,1992, the Team reviewed licensee efforts to desludge the Door Drain
waste surge tank. The activity involved workers entering the tank and physically desludging the
bc.ttom of the tank with water and squeegees. The work was controlled by radiation work permit
(RWP) #92-96, Revision 1 and was well planned frem an industrial safety point of view, A
detailed confined space entry permit was completed before personnel entered the tank. However,,

the Team determined that although no individual exceeded any exy)sure limits, work planning
and inter- and intradepartmental communication concerning exposure control and ALARA

- planning were weak.- This Onding was based on the absence of extremity dosimetry and the poor
techniques used to do the work. The Team made the following observations about the
radiological control planning and preparation for this work-

The RWP for the activity was wr aut 2 weeks before the work. The radiation.
.

protection technician who wrote tix .rmit was unaware that personnel would be
walking im radioactive sludge measuring up to 350 millirem per hour. (mr/hr) on
contact. Consequently, the technician did not review this matter and conservatively
specify, for example, use of extremity dosimetry. The technician did not know that this
work activity would be authorized at a later date.

, 1

.= The technician that was assigned to the work activity assumed that the use of extremity
dosimetry was previously reviewed and not required.

3

The RWP specified to destudge the tank: however, the method of desludging or tools.

and equipment to be used was not specified. -

i The' radiation protection super- t who signed the RWP was not aware that workers
- would be walking in sludge. rfe aid question the need for extremity dosimetry but was
told by the technician who wrote the RWP that it would not be necessary.

The planning process did not identify this tank to be the first one in a recently initiated.

long-term preventive maintenance (PM) program for tanks at the station. Consequently
- the planning process did not evaluate the coilective radiation exposure that would result -
from desludging all tanks over the life of the PM process The work activity was not

_

reviewed by the ALARA group, which precluded in depth evaluation of all appropriate
- exposure reduction methods, including the use of state-of-the-art cleaning techniques -
o. design changes to tanks to provide for case of future cleaning that would reduce
aggregate exposure. Using workers to enter the tank and physically walk 'in-

contaminated sludge was a poor practice.

,
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All exposure associated with tank desludging was not incorporated into the initial- . -

ALARA review. For example, the installation of the Olter was performed under a
standing RWP. The filter clogged and resulted in additional personnel exposure. The
Team determined, based on a discussion with the individual who directed installation -

_

of the Alter, that the individual did not adequately review the potential for rapid -

clogging of the Olter.

Workers inside the tank hydro-lanced the drain to clear it. This work activity was not.

included in the original scope of the RWP.

Team questioning of personnel indicated that the licensee contacted no other stations to.

identify state-of-the-art methods to perform the tank desludging.

In addition to the previous observations, the Team selectively reviewed the training of the
,

radiation protection technician who entered the tank and performed the radiation surveys. The
Team found that the technician did not know all procedure-specified criteria as to when extremity
monitoring was required. This was important considering the fact that the workers walked in
sludge with significant radiation dose-rate gradient: (350 mr/hr to their feet and about 40@

- mr/hr to the whole body). Previously, on October 2,1991, the licensec received an NRC
violation associated with inadequate radiation surveys during work on highly radioactive
components. The licensee responded to the violation in a letter dated October 31,1991. The
respor.se indicated that procedures ivould be revised and included in required reading packages.

Subsequent Team review indicated that the licensee made a number of improvements to the
radiation survey procedures as a result of the above violation and had included the revisions in
required reading packages. - However, the radiation protection technician who had entered the
tank was away fron' the station when the required reading was issued. Discussions with the
individual and review of training records indicated that the individual had not seen the revised
procedures. Despite this, the individual was providing radioi,gical oversight of significant
radiological work activities without the benefit of the revised procedure guidance. This was a
significant weakness.

Subsequent licensee review identified about 17 individuals who may not have reviewed procedure
revisions because of short-term absences from the station. The licensee immediately initiated
action to train the individuals on these procedures.

4

Another example of weakness in the planning and centrol of work was identi6ed during cutting
of highly radioactive control rod blades in the Unit 2 spent fuel pool. The licensee performed
this work during the latter part of 1991. To review this activity, the team reviewed
documentation and talked with personnel. - The Technical Monitoring group observed the work

;_ and had brought identined performance deficiencies to the attention of radiation protection
; supervisors; Special approved procedures and RWP #2-91-05713 were used to control the work.

| The Team noted the following-
,
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The licensee revised the RWP on September 24,1991, but about six individuals werked.

on the job without signing the revised RWP to indicate they had read, understood, and
would comply with it. Subsequent review by the Team found that the controlling
procedure 310, " Radiation Work Permit (RWP) Program **, did not provide any
requirements about workers signing revised RWPs. This was considered a program
weakness.

The licensee did not use underwater filters to accumulate control rod blade cutting fines.

for about two days. Workers on other elevations of the Unit 2 facility noted increases
in radiation levels, which prompted a review. The filters were subsequently installed
on the cutting apparatus.

It appears that the licensee had not irnplemented procedure requirements for installing filters for
'

the initial work activity. The Team spoke with the supervisor who controlled the work activity
and he indicated that he had not carefully read the procedure and did not see the requirement to
use filters. As of March 9,1992, this observation had not been detected by any licensee review
of this activity.

The ALARA planning for the activity failed to consider collection and control of control rod
blade cutting fines. The fines had a significant potential to impact ambient radiation levels in
other systems and could have resulted in significant hot particle concerns.

The Team identi6ed other radiation protection program weaknesses as follows-

The Team identified a protective clothing change area on t..e 116-foot elevation of the.

Unit 3 turbine building that was in a high-noise area and was positioned in close
proximity to a posted radiation area. An area a short distance away could have been
used as a change area and was lower in dose rate and noise. The licensee radiation
protection supervisors routinely walked by the area without considering this concern.

The Superintendent of Outages or his representatives had not attended the past eight.

Station ALARA Committee (S AC) meetings spanning about a year. The Superintendent
of Outages is a SAC member.

The Team saw an operator exit the fourth Door administration building radiological.

control point on March 10, 1992, without properly surveying personal articles being
removed from the radiological controlled area.

The licensee appears to be using incorrect radioactive calibration sources to calibrate.

its beta monitoring equipment.

2.2.4.2 Conclusion

The Team concluded that the licensee had taken steps to improve the effectiveness of the
radiation protection program. This was evidenced by very good performance demonstra'ed in
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the oversight and control of work associated with the replacement of a reactor water cicimup
- pump. _However, performance is inconsistent as evidenced by the performance denciencies noted
during Team review of floor drain waste surge tank desludging and records of control rod blade

. cutting activities. The observations indicated that the licensee performs well on repetitive,
clearly understood tasks, but weaknesses exist la the evaluation and control of first-time tasks,

I

l
'2.2.5 Contamination of the Auxiliary Boiler

The Team reviewed the circumstances and licensee actions associated with identification of low-
level iodine (1) 131 contamination of the " A" auxiliary boiler on February 24,1992, with respect
to criteria contained in IE Bulletin 80-10, " Contamination of Nonradioactive System and
Resulting Potential for Unmonitored, Uncontrolled Release of Radioactivity to the Ervironment "
dated hiay __6,1980.

2.2.5.1 Findings

The licensee identined the contamination during routine sampling of the boiler on February 24,
.1992. The activity concentration was low. The boiler was isolated and shutdown in a timely
manner. _ The licensee initiated an event investigation to identify the cause.-

A similar occurrence had been identified on December 23,1991, when Ivath the "B" and "C".

_ boilers had low-level 1-131 contamination. At that time, the boilers were also isolate $, and the
licensee performed a worst-case safety evaluation to determine possible off site impact from

_ postulated liquid or gaseous releases. The safety evaluation indicated no significant off-site
impact would occur.

Aiiother similar event had been identified on October 28,1994 that time, the "B" auxiliary
boiler was_ contaminated with I-131. The boiler was isolated anu the contaminated liquid was
drained to the radwaste system. An action request was generated to repair a series of three
valves in the steam system to preclude recontamination of the boilers. eh, a memorandum

- based on evaluation of the probable causes of the event was sent from the Common Systems
Branch Head to the Superintendent of Operations for distribution to operations Shift hianagers.
The memorandum provided proposed valve manipulations to preclude t(e boiler from drawing
a vacuum; which contributed to it becoming contaminated. These actions cor.stituted proposed
corrective actions to preclude recurrence of the boiler contamination and a possible unmonitored
release. Subsequent Team review indicated the following--

The operations group rejected the memorandum that provided operating guidance.-

because it was considered inappropriate; however, the system enNneering group was
unaware that operations had rejected the proposal.

I

Although the leaning valves were scheduled to be repaired, someone below the.-,- -

supermtendent level decided that the leaking valves tvould not be repaired.
I

!
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Consequently,- the licensee started up the boilers after Unit 2 was returned to operation
- (December 19, 1991) without any apparent action to prechde recontaminating the boilers. IE
Bulletin 80-10 states that if a nonradioactive system becomes contaminated, further use of the
system shall be restricted until the cause of the contamination is corrected.

The Team further noted the following--

The operations and system engineering groups had no subsequent communicat on abouti.

the memorandum, which indicated weak inter-departmental communication. i

Although the event investigation process approved the memorandum as a completed.

corrective action, no follow-up was conducted to determine if the instructions in the
memorandum were actually implemented.

Apparently the licensee did no; conform to Section 4 of the Bulletin, which specifies.

requirements for control and monitoring of potential release points.
1

2.23.2 Conclusion

The Team concluded that weaknesses N communications and event investigation contributed to
the failure to implement or provide comprehensive evaluation of corrective acuous for auxiliary
boiler contaminations. The licensee recognized weaknesses in this area and initiated a
comprehensive review of all event investigations with outstanding long-term corrective actions
to ensure immediate corrective actions were appropriate and poperly implemented.

2.3 Maintenance and Suncillance

For the maintenance program, the Team evaluated how effectively the licensee planned and
performed maintenance and evaluated the effectiveness of their troubleshooting and post-
maintenance testing (PMT) processes.- For the surveillance program, the Team evaluated how
well the licensee scheduled, implemented, and oversaw the program as well as evaluated the
quality of the surveillance test procedures.

2.3.1 Maintennnee Progrnm

The Maintenance Program had numerous -administrative control procedures delineating
expectations for maintenance organization function. However, some of these administrative con-
trol procedures were not up to date and we : not being used by the maintenance organization
even though the procedures had not t en + + ally deleted from the active procedure index. For

-example, although the Maintenance Ad a w u mtive Manual (MAM) contained approved and
| apparently active procedures describing 7 maintenance organization policy, very few licensee

|_ personnel knew the manual existed and those who did indicated that the manual was so far out
of date that they would not use the procedures. Selected procedures from this manual had noti:

|- been kept current. In addition, other plant procedures had not been revised to account for recent
organizational changes. For example, procedures discussing the maintenance organization
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con'mued to discuss the Maintenance lingineer group, even though this group had been removed
fre n the maintenance organization in January 1992. No plan pre ented to the Team provided
eiidence of how or wben these procedures would be revised. The licensee did not list the i
r utdated procedures as one of the major areas it identifi d in the recently completed self-

.

'
e

aswssment. The Team determined that the role of the MAM should be determined by the
,

Mnsee and that administrative control procedures should be updated.
,

The predictive maintenance program, which consisted of vibration monitoring, thermography,
: motor operated valve diagnostic testing (ie. MOVAT and VOTES), and lobe oil analysis, was

an excellent program overall. Through the predictive ma;ntenance program, several
improvements have occurred that have directly contributed to component reliability. The .

Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) Program is a strength to the maintenance area. Four
systems have completed the RCM evaluation and, presently, evaluation of four addihonal systems
are planned. At the conclusion of this inspection, the licensee had not completed developing its
administralise procedures to ensure consisten' 'tCM program implementation.

,

The licensee program for control of measurng .nd test equipment (M&TE) is de cribed in
Procedure A-138. The Team observed that the MATE facility wzs adequately staffed and that

ithe penonnel review out-of tolerance reports. Equipment overdue for calibration was effectively.

segregated from other test equipment. The calibration group establisned and maintained a
calibration schedule for M&TE. However, the licensee dio not have a program to evaluate the

,

operational impact of perm'nently installed instrumentation found to be out of tolerance. This
is a Team concern because certain plant instruments are used to verify operability of safety-
related equipment during surveillance testing. The use or diwovery of out-of-tolerance
instrumentation directly affects the validity of associated surveillance tests and has the potential :
to mask degradation of performance or inoperability of safety-related systems. Additionally,
Procedure A 138 references ANSI N45.2.8, in which Section 2.8.2 states that an evaluation shall
be made when M&TE is found out of tolerance. Further licensee action with regard to this issue
is warranted.

2.3.1.1 Planning Effeetheness

To support maintenance coordination activities, a unit coordinator (UC) was assigned for each
unit, for the common systems, and fe, aperations. T he UC reviewed all action requests (ARs)
for work' identified in the previous twenty-four hours. The UCs screened the ARs for operational
impact and priority. These ARs were presented to the Operations Shi,;. Manager daily in an 8:00
a.m. meeting for spproval. The UCs 40 scheduled planned testing and preventative
maintenance. A detailed work schedule %s prepared heproximately five days in advance :

HSystem outages were planned via a rolling twclie wee:: schedule to coordinate non outage work
on plant equipne Maintenaace planners typically developed the work packages about four
weeks in advan 4 of the scheduled system omage to allow for tagging preparatior, and package
review by the hw arganization. The licensee processed high priority action requests into work,

cerders in a timely manner resulting in the absence of a back log of this-type of maintenance.
These scheduling n ethods were effective in identifying and resolving high priority work and in '

_

maintaining an adequate plant material condition. However, a backlog of outstanding non-outage
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maintenance items esisted and the trend was slowly increasing. This backlog presented a
: challenge to operators regarding out of service control room instrument action as described in
; Section 2.1.4 of this report.

The maintenance phmners were responsible for developing the work order instructions,
iden,ifying the required parts, and assigning the post maintenance testing requirements. The
Te4un reviewed a sample of wor) orders (WOs) and obsersed WO implementation in the field.
The quality of WOs was inconsistent regarding work instruction detail and post maintenance
testing (PMT). Some WOs incorporated, by reference, highly detailed instructions for acuvities

; such as pump and valve maintenance and electrical soldering. These WOs also included specific
PMT requirements. However, other WOs contained general work instructions that authorized
the technician to perform trouble-shooting and icpair activities but provided little guidance on

- specific activities and restnctions, These WOs relied upon the skills of the technician / craftsman ,

to implement the work. For example, the workers employed detailed );uidance for j
troubleshooting a recirculation hiop temperature indication problem but used general guidance '

to troubleshoot and repair a high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system temperature indica- :

tion. The licensee identified in discussion with the Team that improvements to the plannmg j,

process were needed to enhance the quality and consistency of the work orders.
i

2.M.2 Implementntion

The Team observed numerous work activities in both units. Most activities were well
'

implemented. The Team determined that the craft personnel were knowledgeable and
experienced. The worters exhibited good technical knowledge of the equipment being repaired
and the tools being used. The Team observed that worker knowledge compensated for the
general nature of certain work instructions and ensured that the activity was adequately

,

completed. However, in one instance, workers believed that_ the as-found wiring condition of
an excess flow check valve position indication was wrong. The workers did not seek engineering
assistance of review controlled wiring drawings to determine the correct electrical configuration.
Ultimately. the final wiring was restored to the as-found condition. This observation is an i

example where general work instructions contributed to -a less than rigorous approach to
maintenance, During another work activity, the craftsman did not perform all steps of the
procedure in sequence because the procedure as written, was incorrect. Although the nature of
the non-adherence was mioor and the craftsman performed the work as intended, the individual
did not stop nad correct the procedural defic ency (as required) before completing the work,

in addition, the Team observed numerous delays in the accomplishment of work due to
communication and coordination lapses between maintenance and support organizations. Por
example, the Team observed activities in accordance with WO C(X)8406 that replaced the 2B
Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) pump motor. The Team noted that the planning, pre-job
briefings, and actual work activities were conducted competently and professionally. Ilowever,
numerous delays were encountered by the organization in their interfacing with the Health
Physics organitanon. This included lack of Health Physics support the first two times
maintenance persohnel attempted to walk down the tags for the work activity. Additional delays
were caused by the Heahh Physics organization not properly updating computer status indicating

L
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that personnel had attended a pre-job Al ARA brieting. Further delays were caused when the
required dosimetry was not at the access control point. The Team noted that the maintenance
personnel felt these types of delays were not uncommon, and affected the amount of work that
was able to be accomplished. Supervisory involvement in field activities varied, with greater
instrument and controls branch supervisory presence obsened by the Team. Overall,
maintenance practices were generally good with the esception of the inconsistencies and
inefficiencies noted above.

2.3.1.3 Troubleshooting and Post Maintenance Testing (l'MT)

The licensee self assessment identified that trc,ble. shooting was a weakness, and administrative
controls were revised to address this weakness in the near term. Nonetheless, the 'icam tound
that these changes in administrative controls for troubleshooting did not appear to be well known
by I&C technicians and their first line supervisors. Specifically, the Team observed that ikC
technicians sent to perform troubleshooting activities were unaware of the eLnges in
admmistrative controls.

The Team noted that the guidance for post maintenance testing (PhiT) was not effectively
implemented. Procedure MG-8.1-1, " Post Maintenance Testing," provided guidance to planners
for determining and documenting PMT. The Team observed that forms for documenting the
PMT requircments and results were not being used. The Tmm noted that the PMT criteria
identified in some WOs were vague or general and without specific acceptance criteria. The
PMT documentation for some WOs was also general in nature. Additionally, the astignment of
PMT to one WO had the potential of not being sufficient for the scope of the work authorized.
Specitically, a WO authorized rework including the disassembly of a vacuum breaker valve on
a main steam line relief valve but the required PMT was limited to checking the position
indication. The Team ascertained that the scope of the actual work performed was limited to the
position indication and thus the PMT was adequate. The Team also acknowledges that operations
shift management is required to review completed work and PMT adequacy but views this as a
backup feature in the program that should not ik routinely challenged. While the Team found
no instances of inadequate PMT, the Team concluded that PMT implementation was weak and
needed impros ement. The Team concluded that the problems and potential shortfalls m the PMT
process indicate that the guidance was not effectively implemented, l.icensee management noted
that expectations had recently been raised regarding work package quality including PMT, and
that personnel chanfes had been instituted such that these higher expectations can be met.

2.3.2 Sur elllance Test Program

A Surveillance Test Coordinator administered the surveillance test program. This program has
received inercased manager attention due to past problems with the control of the program.
These problems have included numerous missed surveillance tests. However, due to the recent
attention given to the program, no surveillance test requirements have been missed in the past

'six months. In addition, the licensee is presently in the process of shifting the computer data
base program for scheduling and controlhng testing to the site-wide PIMS system.
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2.3.2.1 Procedure Omility

Numerous suncillanse test procedures were reviewed as the tests were bemg performed m the
field, or as work packages were being reviewed. Most test proecoures were technically adequate
for the test requirements. Howeser, the Team identified two Surveillance Tests which had
inadequacies. First, Suncillance Test 5T 9.9, Revision 7, "Ligmd Nitrogen Quantity 1(eport-
CAD Tank," was written to address the sun cillance requirements for both Technical Specitica-
tion 4.7. A.6.b and 4.7. li.3.a. Iloweser the test procedure did not state that suncillance
requirement 4.7.l!.3.a was Deing addressed by the test. In addition, the Te.un questioned if the
sury,'llance procedure adequately addressed required actions if the containment atmosphere
dilution (CAD) tank was found below 25(O pallons. The licensee made changes to the
procedure, and other plant procedures which addressed the Tc.un concerns, and stated that a
Technical Specification change request currently in the resiew cyeb would be sunn,ated to
clanfy the requirements for the Safety Grade instrument Gas (SGIG) system. The licensee also
reviewed past suncillances to assure that the plant had not operated with less than 25(O gallons
in the CAD tank w hen the volume was required by the Technical Specifications. The second
survedlance test with potennal madequacies noted was the calibration procedure for the llPCI
steam line temperature detectors. SINIT-23 5943-DICO "Calibrat on Check of IIPCI Steam lane
Area Temperature muruments Til/TSD 5943D." The resistance values gisen in steps 6.2.3.2
b & c appear to be too nigh for the type of itTD now installed (PYCO). When this resistance
is conserted to temperature, the temperature is 2 degrees F higher than the Technical
Specification limit of 200 degrees F The licensee act nowledged the Team's concern and agreed
to resiew and revise the procedute as appropriate.

Near the end of the inspection jrriod, the licensee identified test inadequacies in a logic sy stem
functional test (l.SFT) that wouid have prevented a valid signal from isolating the group til
Primary Containment Isolation Sy tem (PCIS). The licensee had determined that the inadequate
test had been run at least once on each unit when PCIS was required to be operable. The
beensee was addressing this issue at the end of the inspection.

Based on the sample of suncillance tests reviewed, the Team concluded that overall the
procedures were adequate with some room for improvement,

l 2.3.2.2 Implenientation and Resiew

The quality of the in ficid suncillance a, uties 01 ;rved was good. Tne testing activities were
well planned and the procedures followed. When 3strumentation was found out of tolerances,
the instrumentauon was adjusted prior to returning it to service.

l
i

The licensee process for reviewing and approving completed surveillance tests and results was
adequate. The licensee had determined that the review prmess was prolonged with numerous
tests presently out for review for greater than thirty days 1.icensee management had requested
that a performance indicator be developed w hich indicated how many tests were out for pmt test
review for greater than thirty days. The tirst graph developed indicated that 104 tests were
presently in this category. Appropriate management attention appeared to be gisen to this issue,
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although it appeared that managemem attention would now have to be redirected toward reducing
the backlog of test reviews.

2.3.3 Concinsinn

The Team concluded that the maintenance organization is properly supporting the safe operation
of the station. The recently conducted self assessment indicated that the licensee is able to
determine what weaknesses exist in the organization. The Team determined it to be critical that
management develop a timely corrective action plan to address the identified weaknesses, and
to establish necessary compensatory actions for weaknesses requiring near-term attertion.
Additionally, the Team concluded management attention is warranted to review maintenance
organization administrative procedures to determine applicability, and revise or delete procedures
as appropriate to ensure program description is consistent with management direction and
expectations, in addition, the lack of a process to evaluate installed instrumentation found to be
out of tolerance is a Team concern that merits further licensee actions.

2.4 Engineering and Technical Support

The Technical Section and the corporate Nuclear Engineering Division (NED) share the
engineering and technical support function for peach Bottom. The Technical Section is located
at Peach Bottom and the NED is located in Chesterbrook, Pennsylvania, about 1% hours from
the site. In addition, a site engineering section of NED is located at Peach Bottom to provide
daily contact between the station staff and corporate NED. The Technical Section is staffed with
system engineers who provide day-to-day plant engineering support. The NED provides

'
,

traditional corporate engineering functions such as modifications.

2 A.I Nuclear Engineering Dhision

2.4.1.1 Engineering Support Activities

The Team found NED support of plant issues to be good with an appropriate allocation of
engineering resources in evidence. NED capital resources are evenly distributed between both
PECo nuclear sites with a larger share of operating manhours albeated to Peach Bottom. This
is consistent with the work requirements observed by the Team since the emergent workload
(e.g., nonconformances and engineering work requests) is greater at Peach Bottom than at the
Limerick site.

Management of engineering resources was viewed by the Team to be well-directed. NED
- management de0nes the division expectations by establishing goals and disseminating them to
lower organizational leve_ls. Work p iorities are determined consistent with station needs and a
system to monitor workload is in place. This system provides management .with a basis for the
proper control of emergent work and for priority change discussions with station manageraent.
The Team reviewed the resource loaded schedule for the Mechanical Systems Section, which wa.s
typical of the NED organization in general. The Team noted that existing schedular controls
define work to be done by each engineer, but do not measure the amount of work completed for

|
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my:4p-ts. 'lnis is a disadvantage when establishing priorities since the real available
U ehours 'o address new emerging work are not well defined. Partly because of this limitation,

! % -neering efficiency (comparison of the percentage of work completed to the percentage of.

( ,..anhours expended) cannot be monitored well. lividence of this observation was identified in
an NED self-assessment. While a definite plan for improsement has not yet been formulated,'

the Team found this efficiency limitation to have no direct adverse impact upon the observeds-

engineering support work.

Formal communication between NED and site management takes place in weekly conference
phone conversations and in a monthly meeting at the station. Minutes of the monthly meetings
are published and subjects are formally tracked through closure. Imwer level communications
occur daily, as required, and when site engineering personnel attend station meetings.

Certain engineering activities were inspected by the Team and found to be supportive of existiag
plant needs. The Team evaluated the following engineering sup|wt work in this regard:
emergency diesel generator reliability and torus water clean up, improved cortiguration for the
reactor vessel drain, cable bend radius limits, reactor feed pump and recirculating pump repairs,
recommendations for cathodic protection, guidance for predictive maintenance, design basis
reconstitution, and improvement of the plant *Q" list.

A Site Engineering Section of NED is located at Peach llottom and provides an engineermg
presence and responsiveness to plant issues. This group has the primary responsibilPy of
responding to plant issues resulting from nonconformance reports (NCRs), Engineering Work
Requests (EWRs), and lingineering Change Requests (ECRs). Some mtxlification design
activities, constituting work of a minor design change scope, are performed. The Team found
that site engineering personnel work on approximately 30% of the total number engineering
requests due to manpower limitations and the need for additional technical expertise, but do
provide an initial screening prior to passing other items to NED in Chesterbrook. Engineermg
work backlogs exist and resoarces are expended in evaluating priorities. While the Team found
that this may limit the_ full effectiveness of the site engineering staff, praper priorities are
established by plant personnel and conflicts with NED priorities are negotiated based upon station
significance Also, controls are in place to ensure visibility of current and overdue work,
through internal NED performance indicators and reports which are distributed throughout senior
levels of management.

2.4.1.2 Engineering Disposition /Coordinntion

The Team inspected the technical adequacy of the work performed by the Site Engineering
Section. Modification work, NCRs, and EWRs, including the technical disposition of;.

nonconforming conditions and other engineering work requests and modification work activities,
were reviewed and evaluated to form the basis for the assessment that acceptable design controls

L
iclated to these processes are in evidence.

Engineering control of the modifications process is defined in procedure NEDp 3.1. The Team
found the process to be well structured with formal requirements for design modification
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pieparation, review, and implementation. Thtee modification documentation packages were j

reviewed for both compliance to procedural requirements and technical adequacy. All packages
contained appropriate design inputs and calculations appeared technically adequate. With regard -

to the reviewed 10 CFR 50.59 cvaluations, the Team concurred with the determination that no
alterations to the updated FSAR were required and that all safety questions had been reviewed. '

System walkdowns were performed where necessary per NiiDI 3.1 and the supporting
documents required by procedure were available for review. Additionally, four lingineering*

Work Requests were reviewed for completeness and technical content and were found by the
Team to be acceptable.

Fifteen NCR disivsitions were also reviewed by the Team to aswss the quality of the technical
determinations documented therein and wcre found to be acceptable. Data used to support the
disposition of two sciected NCRs were further evaluated, information used to properly
disposition NCR 42007 was assessed as satisfactory, but the method for developing a weld
procedure used in the work governed by NCR 91492 required further technical review. The
Team identified that non-ASMii, safety related items can be wcided using procedures that are
not qualined by ten welds. This technicaljudgement was questioned by the Team, as were the

'

adec,uacy of the system of overall controls for welding on non ASMii safety related items. As
followup, the Team inteniewed personnel responsible for providing the welden with mstructions
and concluded that craftsmen had received the appropriate directions primarily because of
acceptable past work practice and worker xperience, rather than due to p>od procedural
guidance. Also, the Team found that NED assumes the responsibility to classify items as safety
related while another division (Nuclear Maintenance) dc Anes the welding requirements for those
items. Furthermore, the Team identined no systematic requirement to reconcile maintenance
department technical judgements regarding welding controls with the NilD group definition of
safety signi0cance. Presently, the Nuclear Maintenance Division is revising the welding program
and the welding engineering group is evaluating the incorporation of changes which will provide
appropriate guidance in this area. The Team determined that such action 6 improve welding
controls and clarify test weld requirements for non-ASME safety related items was pcudent, t

despite the fact that no hardware de6ciency had resulted from the identified existing program
weakncss.

_

2.1,1.3 Contractor Control

NiiD uses contractors to augment their staff to perform a variety of tasks including studies and ,

modi 0 cation design. The procedural control of contractors was assessed by the Team to be a
programmatic strength. The licensee issued an interface specification, Nii-088, in 1991 which
deGned the NiiD quality, cost, and schedule expectations for contractors. One particular
provision of the program is the formalization of a contractor performance review process, which
wes evaluated by the Team as a positive development. Contractor performr|1ce records are kept
and new work can be allocated based upon performance. ;

,

.
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2.4.1.4 Improsement Ef forts

|
The Team found NED improvement initiatives to be good. NED performed a self-assessment |
in 1991 and has developed a program of corrective actions. The Team which found that the _|

appropriate guidelines were used in the self assessment and that the results were issued to Section |
Managers and 11 ranch Heads _in October of 1991 for review with their staffs. Several j
improvement actions resulting from the self-assessment were verified as being completed. This i

demonstrated the NED commitment to improvement in ms where such corrective measures
were found to be warranted.

2.4.2 Technical Secllon ;

The' Technical Section was reorganized in mid January,1992. The objective of the
reorganization was to align the site staff with corporate NED and to transfer remaining technical ,

engineering support functions from the Maintenance /l&C organization. As a result of the ;

icorganization, four positions were lost from the Technical Section and 21 positions were added
*

from the Maintenance /l&C organization.

2.4.2.1 System Engineer Respunsibilities ;

The Technical Section staff currently consists of approximately 120 persons with 75 of them
assigned as system engineers, program specialists, or project specialists. The Technical Section

'is divided into eight branches with, in each case, a Ilranch Head representing the sole supervisor
- between the system engineers and the Superintendent of the Technical Section. Approximately
22 individuals | are- contractors, but they are in temporary positions working on special
assignments.

The system engineer function at Peach lkittom is defined in Administrative Gu_ide (AG) 38,
. System Engineer's Role and Responsibilities," Revision 4 This revision reflects current*

management philosophy that system engineers are system managers and will soon no longer be
surveilling or manipulating valves on their systems as was the practice in the past. The system
engineer will manage the system, establish priorities, and provide direction to others to work to
these priorities. AG-38 provides much useful information concerning the expected duties for
system engineers, such as frequency of performing system walkdowns, trending system
performance, maintaining system notebooks, supporting modifications, and documenting system,-

|- turnovers between system engineers Procedure AG-61,L" Plant Performance Monitoring Program
'

(PPMP)," and AG-62, "PPMP Guide for Program implementation, Data Acquisition, Trending
and Analysis," provide information on trending system and component performance as part of

,

| .the system engineer's responsibilities delineated in AG 38.

The Team found that the system engineers average approximately eight years of professional
work experience. However, experience as a system engineer averaged only three years, and in

. January most of the system engineers were assigned new systems as part of the reorganization.
Nonetheless, almost all of the former system engineers are still in the Technical Section assisting
each other with their former systems. The recently created system engineer turnover process was
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workmg effectisely. Sescral reportable issacs were found as a ducet iesult of the turnover
process and included the diseosery of two conditions that had to be analy/ed and coriceted
because they placed the plant outside its design baut

The Team inter.iewed several system engineers and litanch llcads. The Team determined that
the system engineers were aware of new management expectations tot their position. }{oweser,
system engineer knowledge of specific requirements delineated in AU-38, Mi+1, and Mi-62
varied. Some system engineers were not aware that AG 38 had been recently revised, w hat the
frequency of system walkdowns were, what items would be appropriate to trend on their
particular system, and how they would set system priorities and interface with other members
of the station organization to achieve these prioritiet some litanch licads were not aw.ne of
certain regnirements delineated in AG-38, such as frequency of system walkdowns and the
system walkdown checklist attached to AG-38. In addition, some liranch lleads stated that they
probably do not spend enough time in the plant; there were no goals established. The Team
viewed the hek of technical section awareness of certain guidance and tequirements as somew hat
of a management weakness in disseminating the expectations of total program knowledge and
objectises to the staff.

The Team also spoke with the Plant Performance Monitoring Program (PPht'') Coordinator.
The Team found that many system engineers were recording data, but effective trendmg varied
between system engineers and would probably not produce meaningful conclusions. A recent
licensee self-assessment found this area to be a weakness. The PPMP Coordinator is currently
working on a computer program database and software package that would produce meaningful
system performance information. The Team viewed this enhancement as a poutise miliatise,
but determined that the revised PPMP may not produce totally effectise results until early next
y ear.

2.4.2.2 System Engineer Training

The Team reviewed system engineer trainine and found it to be thorough. Training available
for system engineers consists of fise separate courses. The itWR Fundamentals course is 4
weeks in length and covers thermodynamics, reactor theory, and all aspects of IlWR systems.
The Technical Staff Training course is 6 weeks in length and covers areas such as print reading,
electrical, mechanical and civil engineering fundamentals, Peach llottom programs, NRC
functions and requirements, and process control. The majority of the system engineers base
attended both c. Oese courses, and the remaining system engineers are scheduled to completc
the training in 1992.

The ikC Process Lab course is I week in length and covers areas such as fundamentals of
measurement, process controls and transmitters, and also ' des 504 laboratory work. Almost
half of the system engineers have taken the course; the rer, my system engineers are scheduled
to attend in 1992. The System lingineer Training course is 4 weeks m length and cosers areas
such as personal effectis eness, technical writing, moditication Team training, system
characteristics, Probabilistic Hisk Assessment, and the lluman Performance livaluation System.
Most system engineers hase not attended this course, but six individuals are scheduled to attend
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in 1992. Six people in the Technical Sec'. ion have attended the Certification course. This 13-
week course is structured like an SRO licensing class and consists o simulator and clauroomr

:

; trainmp. A Certifwation course is not entrently scheduled for 1992. Overall, the Team awessed
the system engineer training process to be a program strength.

2.4.2.3 Shift System 1:ngineer

A recent licensee initiative was the plheement of a system engineer on-shift, Six former system
engineers are on a fhe shift totation and work with the operating crews on an around-the-chick
basis; they report to the Reactor Engineering Ilranch licad of the Technical Section. The shift
system enginects assist operators with operability determinations, troubleshooting, and system
walkdownt They also perform special operations-type projects for the Technical Section.
1.icensee management believes that the shift system engineers will enable the Technical Section ~

to be better informed of operational events or occurrences, especially those that occur during off-
normal hours. Similarly, operations personnel will have a dedicated off-hour contact to auist
with system problems that develop. The Team assened the on-shift system engineer initiative
to be a positive development with the potential for improved interfaces and information transfer
with the operations staff,

s

2.4.2.4 Response to Technical Issues

The Team reviewed Technical Section response to the following activities:

Evaluation of the ti-3 diesel generator speed decrease,.

Search for a Unit 2 battery ground caused by excess flow check valves,.

Plans to cope with the Unit 2 RilR "11" knop pressuri/ation,.

Resolution of the Unit 2 and 3 RCIC system ASCO solenoid valve maximum operating.

pressure differential (MOPD) concern, and
Correction of the Unit 2 "11" RtlR heat exchanger flange leak. _.

Overah, Technical Section performance on these issues was good. Once the Technical Section
'

became aware of thtse issues, system engineer and Branch llead response was timely and
evident. However, the Team obser ed some confusion amongst Technical Section personnel with
regard to the RCIC system ASCO MODD concern. Technical Section personnel questioned the
MOPD value that nr.d been selected to determine ASCO valve operability. Rather than declare
the primary containment isolation valves inoperable, block them closed, and write an NCR for
corporate NED to evaluate, heensee personnel spent time discussing the validity of the MOPD
value. Everi.aally, appropriate actions were taken in a:cordance with the Techmcal
Specifications within the allotted time period.

2.4.3 Modification Controls

The Team reviewed and evaluated the NED program and procedures used to define and control
plant modifications which wastitute design change activities. NED procedure, NEDP 3.1 with
interim guidance IG-3.1-13, provides an overview of the modification process, excluding specific
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limited scepe activnies (e.g., design equivalent changes and temporary nuxh0 cations discussed
separately in sections 2.4.3.4 and 5 below.) The Team noted as programmatic strengths the
planned and organized use of licensee nulification teams to coordinate the interdisciplinary
review of plant modifications and the petformance of multiple plant walkdowns to prepare
preliminary designs and assess constructability, plant conditions, and other criteria in the final
design process.

The Team inspected the design packages for four completed or part ally installed plant
modifications, two each prepared separately under the purview of the NI!D corporate and site
engince-ing stalfs. Cogninmt engineering personnel were interviewed with respect to design
criteria, design input document (DID) controls, engineering w ork scope authorization, references
to existing specifications and committed codes, moditication acceptance testing (M AT), and
revisions to design change affected documents.

2.4.3.1 Design input / Work Control Interfaces
,

The Team noted that certain modifications (e.g., Mod No. 514f4 insolve mstallation peruxis that
may extend over more than one operating cycle. Therefore, revisions of other documents

,

referenced by the design change would require re-evaluation of the DIDs to allow installation to
proceed in accordance with any similarly revised installation provisions. Dkcussions with site
engineering personnel confirmed that all deviations from rcirenced specifications must be
documented in revised DIDs or the original specification criteria still govern all moditication
.vork. While the inspection identified no cases where revised DID requirements had been
inapproprntely handled, the Team noted that the multitude of updated, original construction
specifications, along with the newer nuclear engineering specifications, provide an environment
where referenced design input data must be precisely controlled to avoid installation deviations.

1.ikewise, the number of different modineation, new construction, and maintenance work
procedures and guidance documents contribute to a complicated environment for work control
and provide the potential for installation error relative to the consistem application of the
governing design provisions. l'or esample, a maintenance guideline, MAG C-301, used by the
plan' maintenance stalfin controlling the bolting and torquing of safety-related mechanical joints
prosides installation details somewhat different from the specibcation criteria (reference: N F.-
004) governing pipe flange torque requirements.

.

Further, the installation procedure, IP 5.2, issued by the Nuclear lingineering and Services.

Department (NESD) for the control of contractor pipe installation work provides guidelines for
bolt torquing which dif fer from the MAG-C-301 details, but which are consistent with
specification NE004, which is not listed as a referenced document m IP 5.2. While the Team
determir.ed that the noted differences do not adversely impact the acceptability of the final
installed piping connections, these inconsistencies, complicated by the multiple specification
references, represent examples where design / work interfaces are not as positively controlled to
preclude installation errors, as is possible. Licensee recognition of this potential area of
weakness is reDected in the NESD initiative to eliminate or consolidate the contractor installation

,

procedures and eventually establish a consistent set of " Common Nuclear Procedures."
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2.4.3.2 Design Output / Document Resision Controls |

For the four modi 6 cations selectisely reviewed by the Team, design change details were
evaluated with respect to referenced codes, standards, and FSAR conunitments, where
applicable, and affected documents were examined for the appropriate revision. _Where code
piping installations were involved, the team inspected the modi 0 cation packages for cornpliance
with applicable ash 111 Section XI and Section 111 or ANSI !!31.1 requirements. The Team
examined each 10 CFR 50.59 review determination and any applicable safety evaluations.
hkxlification document control and review forms and nonconformance _ reports, as applicable,
were reviewed to confirm the adequacy of the drawing revision control and affected document
update' process.

Relative to hkxiification 5258, which affected condens"e storace tank level instrumentation, the
,

Team identified that Alarm Response Cards had not bren updated to reflect the correct type of i

instrument installation (reference: NCR P-90737) and operator training documents had not been I

revised to indicate the correct tank volumes associated with the setpoint data revised by the
,

modincation. Also, with respect to Modification 1498, the Team evaluated the correctness of i

an affected HPCI piping and instrumentation drawing and isometric drawing information. This
modification governs the replacement of specific testable check valves of a tilting disc type with
swmg check valves that provide precise valve position indication and permit full stroke testing.
With respect to the actual design details, new testable HPCI check valve, AO-18, was procured
and installed to ASME Section 111 criteria, while the drawings reflected only the original ANSI
1131.1 design criteria. The Plant Information Management System (PIMS) data sheet for valve a

AO-18 indicates design and installation of the valve to the correct ASMii Section 111 addenda,
in this case, the Team identined no technical problems with the Modi 0 cation 1498 design or
implementation, but questioned the decision to not annotate the piping drawings with a note
reflecting the revised installation criteria.

,

Overall, the design packages, to include both design input and affected document revisions, for
the modifications reviewed by the Team appeared to be well defined and appropriately
controlled, in response to specific Team questions, the licensee discussed the NiiD Modification
Pmeess integration (MPI) program initiative which is intended to address the long range control
of support drawing and specification revision level controls. The Team viewed this initiative as
a positive indicanon of NED plans to strengthen and improve the existing plant modification
process.

2.4.3.3 Modineation Testing<

The Team reviewed procedure A 89 that delineates the requirements for modit'. cation acceptance
tests (M ATs). A sample of plant modi 0 cations was examined to not only check compliance with
procedural controls for the condect of M ATs, but also to evaluate M AT substance and acceptance
criteria relative to- the- function of the design change. The Team confirmed engineering
involvement in the technical conter.t of MATS along with Plant Opeations Review Committee
(PORC) review and approval of the proposed testing conduct.

I
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The Team noted that for hiodiDeation 1498 discussed above, certain flow testing was ccnducted
on the Unit 2 modi 0 cation, but was waived as part of the Unit 3 h1AT. The basis for the test
waiver was documented in a revision to the Engineering Work Letter (liWL) for this
modification. The Team examined the applicable h1ATs for Unit 3 and veri 0ed consideration
of the revised EWL criteria and evaluated the NED justification for the Dow test deletion.

While appropriate review and approval authority for the deletion of flow testing on the Unit 3 |2

installation was confirmed, the Unit 3 MAT demonstrated that the modi 0 cation met all design J'

speci0 cations 0.e., an A 89 procedural requirement) only by referral to the revision of the EWL;
instead of documenting a review and analysis of the Unit 2 injection Gow test results and their
applicability to Unit 3. However, other than this one case where MAT documentation could
have been better clarified, the Team found the overall modification acceptance testing program
to be well controlled and adequately documented. The MATS reviewed by the Team generally
provided evidence that the modi 0 cation, as installed, met the appropriate design specifications
and criteria.

,

2.4.3,4 Design th nivntent Chnnge Programi

The Team reviewed the licensee program for engineering control of structure, system, or
component replacements where the new items are considered equivalent, bat not identical, to the
original items. The Design Equivalent Change Control procedure NA-10P005, establishes the
process for evaluating proposed plant changes and ensuring that alternate replacement items, if
handled as a design equivalent change (DEC), have been verined to be capable of performing
design basis functions. The Team noted that the use of DECs is intended to cover plant changes
which do not involve significant engineering resources and which should be essentially
" transparent" to plant operational activities. Neither identical replacement items, nor plant
modifications qualify for processing as DECs, and procedure NA 10P005 requires conduct of
a Replacement Part Equivalency Eva|uation (RPE) to confirm design conformance.,

,

The Team interviewed cognizant NED site engineering staff personnel regarding the
responsibilities of different station departments regarding the processing of DECs. While the
station Procurement Engineering Group (PEG) maintains the responsibility for conducting an
RPE and performing a 10 CFR 50.59 safety determination for replaccment activities, the site' -

engineering staff receives all completed RPEs, along with an Engineering Change Request (ECR)'

describing the proposed plant change. .NED site engineering personnel review the ECR for
technical accuracy, evaluate the 10 CFR 50.59 determination to confirm the acceptability of '

handling the change as e DEC and not a plant modi 0 cation, and identify affected engineering
documents. The Team verified that site engineering personnel also review the RPEs performed

E by PEG, although the DEC procedure does not specify such review as an NED program

L | responsibility.

The Team examined a sample of completed ECR files, checked for acceptable programmatic
controls, evaluated the engineering disposition of each component replacement, and assessed the
overall adequacy of the DEC process. The Team reviewed the engineering evaluations, safetu
reviews, and procurement classifications, checking for the appropriate consideration of-
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environmental qualiGeation, Dre protection, structural criteria, nonconformance report references, |
and vendor do,imentation, as applicable. Speci0cally, with regard to one sampled ECR, the j
Team noted that tha engineering evaluation considered " worst case" plant applications; thus '

Iallowing the requested component replacements to be used generically for similar future
equipment substitutions. The Team conf.rmed the acceptability of procedural controls governing
such generic component replacement activities.

Overall, the Team found the licensee program for processing Design Equivalent Changes to be
adequately controlled and properly implemented. Tae controls for review and approval of such
plant changes by the design authority are procedurally defined and provide nn effective process
for component replacement, while ensuring compliance with design basis requirements.

2.4.3.5 Temporary Plant Alteration and Temporary Procedure Change Controls

The procedures governing the process for controlling temporary modifications is Administrative
Procedure A-42, " Control of Temporary Plant Alterations," Revision 17, and AG 77,
" Implementation of TPAs," Revision 1. The Team reviewed several TPAs on Units 2 and 3 and
walked-down plant systems to determine if any unauthorized TPAs existed. The Team found
that proper reviews and approvals were complete,10 CFR 50.59 reviews and safety evaluations
were done if necessary, and extensions were granted in accordance with procedure A-42.

However, several weaknesses were found with the TPA process. The number of TPAs were
excessive with quite a few installed for extended periods. The total number of TPAs for both
units was 62, with about a .e-third greater than a year old. Procedure A-42 does not place a
limit on the length of time that a TPA can be installed, but the procedure calls for PORC re-
review of all TPAs that remain installed beyond their estimated removal date, in addition, the
Plant Manager reviews and approves TPAs that are extended for the second and subsequent
times. Apparently, these controls have not been effective in reducing the number of long-
standing TPAs.

Procedure A-42 also requires the Document Control Center to stamp controlled drawings that
are affected by a TPA. The NRC issued a Notice of Violation (NV4 91-08-03) about a year ago
for failing to update controlled drawings affected by TPAs. In response to the NOV, the licensee
audited all open TPAs to ensure that affected controlled drawings were properly stamped, in
addition, the licensee initiated an event investigation to correct the problem and determine its
cause. Procedure A;42 was revised and a monthly audit of the TPA log was initiated. Training
on the TPA process was also given to techn; cal staff personnel.

Despite these measures, the Team found two TPAs (3-1-28 and 3-56-49) in which affected
controlled drawings were not stamped. The second TPA identified as a problem by the Team
should have been audited as part of the response to the violation. Past licensee corrective actions
for TPA weaknesses were ineffective. In response to the Team finding, the licensee audited both -
TPA Logs, stamped any affected controlled drawings, and initiated another event investigation.
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Another concern raised by the Team dealt with the definition of controlled drawings requiring
TPA stamps as defined in Procedure A-42. TPA stamps are placed only on controlled drawings

*

controlled in the main control nun, a small subset of all controlled drawings. This list is
established as Exhibit 2 in AG 77. The Team noted other controlled drawings (such as
connection drawings) that were affected by TPAs the were not stamped. The Team believes that

!stamping only those drawings listed in AG-77 is questionable. There are many additional
controlled drawings in the Document Control Center that are used for troubleshooting, procedure
writing and revision, clearance and tagging, modifications. !csting, and other maintenance and >

operations activities. Procedure A-6, " Drawing Control," Revision 19, states that only controlled
drawings shall be used for work on safety-related, fire protection, or radwaste systems or
equipment. If a controlled drawing available from the Document Control Cemer is not stamped
indicating that it is affected by a TPA, then Procedure A 6 requirements cannot be ensured.

A resident inspector inspection report also identiDed a similar concern (UNR 91-16-4) with
regard to the current classi0 cation of various controlled drawings. Category " A" drawings are
defined as those used for troubleshooting, permits and blocking, calibration, testing, and i

maintenance. Category "C" drawings are defined as those that depict the configuration of the
plant that is inaccessible. Connection drawings are listed Category "C" but are frequently ased .

for troubleshooting, maintenance, etc. The Team questioned whether all the drawings listed in
AG-77 are Category "A", and if the licensee classi6ed their drawings properly.

'

Finally, the Team identiGed a TPA in the plant that was not controlled under the TPA pmgram.
The I&C group installed jumpers in the Unit 3 main generator stator slot temperature recorders
(TRSd33111 and C) using information tags. The pmcedure used for this activity, A0 50A.1-3,
"Jumpering a Generator Stator Slot RTD." Revision 0, requires a TPA for the installation. The
licensee immediately initiated a TPA to correct the situation. The Team assessed the signi0cance
of this issue and found it to be minor. Only some of the alarms in the control nwn for
increasing mam generator slot temperature were bypassed and all automatic main generator trips
and runback features were operable. Overall, however, the number of problems identi6ed by
the Team with respect to TPAs and their implementation program warrant additional evaluation
and attention to previous corrective action effectiveness by the licensee.

;
'

The Team also reviewed the temporary procedure change proecss that ensures that field
procedures were the proper revision with all outstanding changes included. Procedure A-3
" Temporary Changes to Pnxedures' Revision 13, controls the temporary change process.
However, this procedure did not ensure that all outstanding temporary changes were controlled
to ensure that field procedures were the most recent revision. Fct instance, surveillance test
procedures controlled from the control mom are " captured" to alert the user of temporary

- changes but surveillance test procedures controlled from outside the control mom are not
" captured." The instrument and controls branch developed procedure htG 5.5-1 "Pmeedural
Changes During Surveillance Testing" to control temporary changes performed by this group that
were not controlled by procedure A"3. However, temporary changes to surveillance procedures
and routine tests not controlled by either procedure A-3 or htG 5.5-1 did not appear to have
adequate provisions to ensure that the most current version of any work procedure is issued to
the field. This concern was recognized by the licensee and a revision to procedure A-3 is
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|pending, llowever, the current system for temporary change control is a Team concern that
merits further licensee near term review and corrective actions.

2.4.3.6 NED Prognun Initialises

The Team interviewed the NED corporate and station staff engineering personnel, along with
Technical Section managers and engineers. Several program initiatives affecting the control of
plant design and modification activities w ere discussed. The Team reviewed selected procedures I

and evaluated the program initiatives listed below, as was apprepriate, to determine the j
effectiveness and impact upon existing engineering and technical support programmatic controls.

Design Basis Document (DilD) generation,.
,

Design Review Ikiard (DRil) assessment of modification packages, j.

Plans for " Common Nuclear Procedure" implementation, i
.

" Engineers of Choice / Contractors of Choice" contracts,.

hiodi0 cation Process Integration (MPI) program,.

Specification Review for ownership status and integration into PIMS,.

Configuration Management and issues Assessments, and.

Self-Assessment results..

The Team determined that the above programs represent strong initiatives for process
improvement, but that successful implementation of these programs depends upon continued
management attention and support.

2.4.4 Conclusinm

The Team concluded that the Technical Section reorganization is an improvement over the former
organization and should improve technical support at Peach flottom. System engineer
performance was _ mixed. Most system engineers are new to their systems due to the
reorganization and some system engineers and their Bnmch Heads were not familiar with certain
requirements in their administrative guide. Also, the Team found system performance trending
to be weak, but a licensee self assessment identified the same issue and a program is underway
to et rect the deficiency. In contrast, response to emerging technical issues was generally good,
the system engineer turnover process was working well, and the system engineer training
program was good. In addition, the shift system engineer should proMe improved
commtmications between Operations and the Technical Section.

The Team found several weaknesses with the TPA process. Past corrective actions for an NRC
violation were not effective, the number of TPAs were excessive with one third of them older
than a year, drawing classification with respect to TPAs was questioned, and an unauthorized

L
_TPA was identified by the Team. This area will require a response by the licensee.

.

|
Overall, good engineering and technical service programs are being implemented at Peach|

Bottom to support safe operation and modification activities at the facility. Long range plans,
coordinated and controlled by NED, have been formulated to initiate programmatic improvement
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in the areas of procedural controls, design basis information Dow, and modi 0 cation work
- consistency. The esisting controls, while adequate, are complicated, somewhat duplicative, and
dependent upon interfacing quality programs to denne requirements. Also, effective utilization,

of the full capability of the engineering organization has not been facilitated by the large
emergent issue and backlogged workload.

The design input documents provide an adequate basis for all specified modi 6 cation work, but
"

evidence a lack of total clarity in defining precise acceptance criteria because of generic
references to many specifications, their revisions, and corrective action program referrals. Such
design document complications are mitigated by the organizational services provided by NED
with a site engineering organization assisting in the formal communication chain between NED |

and the station staff. While the emergent work backlogs require an effort to develop and |
continually reassess priorities, this workload is currently being adequately managed. Until the |
emergent work and resulting engineering backlog is reduced, however, the full NED potential
for plant betterment initiatives will be impacted.

,

1
The licensee generally recognizes that seme weaknesses exist in specific areas of engineering ;

control and has implemented interim compensatory measures and initiated long range corporate
actions for backlog reduction, response time improvement and the enhancement of design basis

,

and change information controls. While these strong initiatives for the overall improvement of
engineering activities have been developed, they are not yet fully implemented. Realization of
the_ NED, site engineering and technical staff potential to perform at their full capabilities
requires upper management atten' ion to the allocation of suf0cient resources to allov for the
continued implementation and progress of the planned enhancements.'

2.5 Safety Assrasment and Quallt) Verification

2.5.1. Scope

For the area of safcty assessment and quality verification, the Team assessed the following key
contributors to assuring safety and quality: (1) the organization and staffing levels of Nuclear _ ;

- Quality Assurance, the Experience Assessment Ilranch, the Performance Assessment Section, and
the Independent Safety Engineering Group; (21 managerial involvement, control, and oversight
af plant activities; (3; the quality and scope of self-assessments; and, (4) licensee issue
identi0 cation, reot cause analysis, and corrective actions programs.

2.5.2 - Organization and Staffing

The Team reviewed the structure and staffing levels of the Experience Assessment Ilranch, the
Nuclear Qslity Assurance. group, the Independent Safety Engineering Group, and the
Performance Assessment Section. The Team interviewed the head and various members of each

_

group and examined the peach Ilottom Technical Specifications (TS) regarding Administrative-
Controls. The Team also reviewed the licensee procedures which govern organization and
responsibilities for each group.
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2.5.2,1 lhperience Assewment liranch
|

The Experience Assessment liranch was staffed to its current level of 7 members in November,
1991. The group consists of an Experience Assessment and Human Performance enhancement
System Coordinator and 6 dedicated personnel. The Team assessed branch staffing levels and

'

organiration to be adequate. The Team noted, however, that the lixperience Assessment liranch
-coordinator expected apprcximately a twenty percent increase in event reportirig during 1992.
This, coupled with the self-identified improve:nent programs the branch is aspiring to achieve,i

could potentially over%ad the branch and reduce its effectiveness.

The Experdce Assessment Branch utilites Group livaluMor/RtTombility Coordinators
(GE/RCs) ami Plant incident Review Leaders (PIRLs) to review Reportability livaluation/Ev nt
Investigation Forms (RliltilFs) and perform event investigations, respectively noth positions
require that the individual be trained in root cause analysis and ti e :eportabihty proecss.

,

Curre:..., there are not a sufficient number of GII/RCs and PIRLs overall or in individuaI
departrents to handle the work load, With the expected increase in event reporting, these
individuls could be overworked, especiaMy in the engineering and maintenance departments.
The licensee has identified this and is evaluating the PIRL and OE/RC distribution. Additional4

training /retrairing is planned to ensure an equitable distnbution among the various groups.

2.5.2.2 Nuclear Quality Awurance

The Team reviewed the staffing and experience levels in the Quality Assurance, Quality Support,
Technical Monitoring, and Quality Verification sections. The Quality Assurance Manager and
four Superintendents hase in excess of 83 years of nuclear experience and have diverse
backgrounds. The Quality Assurance, Quality Support, and Quality Veri 0 cation sections are
fully s2affed and have experienced auditors, engineers, and technicians. The Technical 3

Monitoring section is fully staffed with one exception. A monitor position with
chemistry / radiological experience has been vacant since December,1991, and no monitoring has
been donc in the Services area sin'cc late October,1991. Subsequent to the inspection, the ,

licensee indicated that the position was tilled in March.

32.5.2.3 Independent Safety 1.ngineering Group

'I he Team reviewed the Independent Safety Engineering Group (ISEG) stafting and experienceL

level against the requirements of TS 6.2.3. The TS requires at least five dedicated, full-time
engmeers, ircluding the ISEG Superintendent, in addition, the ISLU must meet the qualification
starc'ards as delineated in TS 6.2.3.2. The group consists of a Superintendent with 17 years of

'

nu; lear experience and 4 engineers with a total of 53 years of nuclear experience and meets all ,

the TS -rcquirements. The ISEG is effective in providing independent reviews of plant
performance and meets the functional and organi/ational requirements of the TS. ,
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2.5.2.4 Perfunnance Assmment Section

i- The Team reviewed the staffing and eyerience lesel of the Performance Assessment Section.
The group consisted of a Superintendent with oser 35 years of nuclear esperience and 4
engineers with a total of over 90 years of nuclear esperience. The PAS is not a required
organitation but v'as created in 1988 to independently evaluate the nuclear activities of the
licensee with particular emphasis on identifying areas where performance can be improved. The
Team noted that the PAS review has normally been directed to areas where problems have |

identified a need for in depth evaluation or to areas not covered by normal QA activities.

2.5.3 Mnnagerial Osersight of Plant Acilsities>

in order to verify a proper safety-conscious atmosphere and management osersight of activities
at Peach Bottom, the Team interviewed members of licensee management and reviewed and

~

observed various management meetings. These inmection activities were conducted at both thei

Peach llottom station and at corporate hications.
;

2.5.3.1 Station Osersight ,

; -

Throughout the course of the inspection, the Team discussed vanous issues with and interviewed
the station Vice President Peach flottom and the Plant Manager. Station management has ,

initiated sescral programs intended to " flatten * the Peach Bottom management and supervision
ergaaitational hierarchy, vesting more accountability and responsibility in the lower levels of
each department organization. The Team reviewed several plant initiatives designed to contribute :

to this effort, including: a new Administrative Guideline, AG 100. " Ken Wants Us To 1. carn "
which provides for documenting important information and encetations from plant management;
the licensee Supervisory Development Academy, which is attended by first-line supervisors f rom
throughout the plant to teach them the basics of being a manager and team leader; and the
" Philosophy, Expectations and Standards" notebook which has been distributed to all plant
personnel, outlining the management -vision and values for plant operations. The Team
determined that the initiatives taken by plant management were positive in their ability to develop
and instill a sense of ownership in the Peach Bottom staff, ar.d the programs all stressed safety
as a foremost objective. ,

I As positive as this management philosophy appeared to be, the Team determined that a potential

( weakness had developed at Peach Bottom as a result of its implementation. An objective of
" flattening 'he organization is to place more responsibility of day to-day plant operations on the

| lower levels of supervision, concurrent with encouraging higher level department managers to
| concentrate on longer range planning and more far reaching goals. The Team noted on several

| occasions, especially in the operations department and during the transition to this new

L~ management style, department activities were below licensee expectations and neither
! management, supervision, nor working personnel initiated corrective actions. Examples of this
' - were the Operations Department tolerance of degraded control room conditions and poor

interface with the Maintenance Department cited earlier in this report. The Team determined
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: that licensee tutention is warranted to ensure that potential lapses in management oversight during i

tramition to the new system do not effect safety. i

Another area in'pected by the Te.un was the performance of the Plant Operations Review
G,mmittee (PORC). The PORC is a TS required body whose function is to advise the Plant

; M& nager ou all mattos related to nuclear safety. The Team attended two routine PORC
meetings while on site, reviewed the minutes of past meetings, and reviewed ine two proecdures
v,hich wntrol PORC: A-4. " Plant Operations Review Committee," and AG-12. "PORC
Administration."

The Tenit: determined that the PORC proccss at Peach Bottom complies with a0 TS
requirements, but noted two fonditions that the lice isec is addressing which prevents PO'tC from i

|being felly utilbed The PORC appeared to be overbu:dened with an administrative workload
consisting of minar plant ellerations and procedure revisions and changes. A majority of these |

changes were not safety signi0 cant and were adequately reviewed wkhin the plant staff. PORC 1

reviewed them only to comply with TS requirements, which occupied PORC time and not did
not allow the Committee to focus on larger plant issues of nuclear safety. The Team noted that
ever the last six months of PORC meetings reviewed by the Team, the PORC composition,

-including the PORC Chairman, varied from meeting to meeting quite significantly. As an
example, the PORC Chairman, as designated by the TS, is the Operations Superintendent;
however dtaing that time frarne the Operations Supcrintendent chaired only approximately 30%
of the PORC meetings. The Peach Bottom TS provide for alternate PORC members and
Chairmen, yet the Team was concerned that such saried PORC composition prevented PORC
from advising the Plant Manager with a consistent nuclear safety perspective.

The Team learned that the license has taken or is planning to take in the near future steps to
remedy both Team concerns. To case the PORC administrative workkiad, the licensee has
submitted a TS change fora Station Quali6ed Reviewer program, which would allow qualified
engineers to provide, with peer reviews, determinations of safety significance and to effectively
minimize the need for full PORC review of many of the administrative changes that now
overload the PORC schedule. The Team concluded that this initiative should allow the PORC
to better meet its intended TS function. In the interim, station management has initiated a - .

program of monthly PORC meetings titled "PORC Oversight Meetings." which are convened
in addition to routine biweekly PORC meetings. These additional meetings are devoted entirely
to the review of potentially safety signi6 cant plant issues, and administrative items are
intentionally omitted from the agenda. Once the SQR process is in place, the licensee intends
to revise the PORC TS and PORC process to focus the Committee functions and its ability to
advise the Plant Manager on nuclear safety issues. The Team concluded that the interim and
planned measures improve the PORC process and increase the PORC ability to ensure the safe
operation of Peach Bottom.

1 *
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2.5J,2 Corpornte Ogersight

in order to assess the beensee corporate safety perspective and its effect on the operation of
Peach Bottom, the Team interviewed several senior NQA managers at the Chesterbrook
Corporate offices and attended two corporate level meetings held at Peach llottom.

At Chesterbrook, the Team interviewed the Performaace Assessment Section Superintendent, the
Corporate Nuclear Quality Divisica Manager, and the Nuclear Quality Assurance General
Manager. The issues discussed with these managers included the corporate perspective of
operations at Peach Ikittom, the function of NQA at the station, and current initiatives underway
to address potential or previously identified safety concerns at Peach llottom. The Team noted
the PAS as a strength in the organization and reeagnized the section experience. its handling of
an imernal Safety Sutem Functional Inspection effort, and its assessment reports as noteworthy -

assets. TL Team aho determined that NQA maintains close contact with the operation of Peach
' Bottom and is reactivc to safety concerns as they arise at the plant. A gwlinitimive is the NQA

task Team addressing the previe sty identitied problems in the Pcach Bottom corrective actions
programs.

The two corporate level meetings observed by the Team were the meeting of the licensee Nuclear
Keview Board (NRB) and the Senior Vice President-Nuclear update meeting. The NRil meets
monthly, alternately at Peach Bottom and Limerick, to accomplish their function of reviewing
pertinent information in order to make recommendations to the Senior Vice President Nuclear
as to the safe operation of the nuclear stations. The NRB is composed of senior licensee
executives and outside consultants and was observed by the Team to review and discuss plant
operations, events, and trends and assess their impact on the safety of the plant. The Senior Vice
President Nuclear convenes plant update meetings monthly at Peach llottom in which plant
management, including the Plant Manager and his Department Superintendents, reports or plant
status and events. The two meeting formats provided corporatc ;nanagement with insights into
the operation of the plant and allowed for management to pass their expectations and concerns

_

to the Peach Bot.cm staff. The Team noted the _ meetings as good initiatives in which senior
management held the Peach Bottom staff accountable for their responsibility to operate the plant
in a safe manner.

2.5.4 Self-Assessments

in order to assess the licensee ability to assure the safe operation of Peach Ikittom, the Team
reviewed the Peach Bottom self-assessment process and the Nuclear Quality Assurance audit and
assessmcat programs.

2.5.4.1 Peach llottom Self- Assessment

-The Peach Bottom self-assessment process is guided by-an Administrative Guideline, AG 59.
"Self-Assessment," which was tirst issued in September 1991, The guideline lists baseline values
for self-assessment and establishes a model for the process, which can be applied to assessments
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3 of varying scope. Of particular interest to the Team was the station-wide self assessment which

had been concluded just prior to the conduct of this inspection. This assessment was conducted
across the station organization on a departmental basis, and each department assessed its own

i personnel, processes / procedures, and physical plant attributes with a scheme of strengths, watch
_

areas, and weaknesses. The Team resiev ed the individual assessments prepared by each station,

dcpartment and noted the process to be a g(xxl initiative with the potential to provide for each |

department improving performance. The Team also observed, howeser. that the assessments.

,

were inconsistent in scope and content, and there were no present plans for any corrective actions '

included in the assessments. These shortcomings may be attributed to the newness of the '

program, were acknowledged by the licensee, and should be resolved as the self-assessment
process matures.

2.5.4.2 NQA Audits and Awessments

The Team reviewed the content and Ondings of several audit reports which had been completed
by Peach Bottom NQA and ISEG over the past year. The selected audits covered all functional i

areas of Peach Bottom operation and were reviewed to assess safety perspective and contribution
to the safety of the plant. NQA had previously identined, and the Team also determined, that

- some of the NQA audits had not addressed all elements defined by the audit plan and, therefore,- - -

the NQA audit program had not met the requirements deOncd in procedure NQA-21,"NQA
Audits." The Team noted that the audit de0ciencies prevented the fulfillment of the QA i

function, and the licensee had begun to implement corrective actions, the completion of which
were scheduled for after the close of the inspection. The Team also reviewed surveillance
reports documenting inspections conducted by NQA Technical Monitoring and concluded that
the role of this group to independently assess various plant activities as needed, above and |
beyond the riormal Qa function, was g(xx1, and it has been effective. The ISl!G also conducts
surveillances, and the reports documenting them were reviewen oy the Team and found to be
insightful, especially from the technical aspect. h 1991, ISEG initi:ited a new role, which was >

to provide to the Plant Manager a summary assessment report on the performance of the station !

over the previous year. The Team reviewed the "1990 Annual Summary Assessment Report" ' i

and the draft "1991 Annual Summary Assessmet Report." Both reports were good with
- comprehensive summaries which provided the Plant Manager with a useful tool to assess the
stNngths and weaknewes of statica operations. i

'

2,5.5 issue I lentification, Root Cune Analpis nnd Corrective Action
_

;

The moat recent sal.P report noted pxxl performance in the identification of problems,
however, licensee corrective action processes did not consistently ensure that the mot causes for
performance dc0cienci% were identiGed, and effective and lasting corrective actions were
developed and implemented, In response to this concern, the beensce: 1) rewrote several

- procedures,2) formed a Corrective Action Program Task Force which was charged with making
recommendations regarding the corrective action prxesses, 3) strengthened the lixperience
Assessmem I! ranch, and 4) applied stronger managerial oversight to the overall process.
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The Team assessment of the overall corrective action proecss focused on four areas: 1) issue i
identincation,2) root cause analysis,3) quality of analysis, and 4) corrective action tracking and
trending.

2.5.5.1 Issue identincalion

The Team assessed the methods and thresholds for reporting conditions adverse to quality
(CAQs) within the facility. When a potential CAQ is identiDed, the vehicle through which it
is reported varies due to the specines of the corrective action system (CAS). The following are
several of the vehicles used to report these CAQs-

The Ril/EIF is used to report an in-house event which could potentially require an |.

investigation. The defimtion of an event, as stated in the " investigation of in-house |
Events" procedure, NA-02A002, Rev 2, is unclear as to the threshold for which an J

event should be reported. In addition, the shift noti 0 cation / operability determination I

is a judgement call by the initiator and Gli/RC, and does not get a second review until
the event investigation coordinator (B'.C) approves it.

The Corrective Action Request (CAR) is used to identify a CAQ when there is a.

breakdown in managerial or procedural controls in areas of: QA criteria, licensing,
regulatory requirements, or repetitive deviations of the same nature that can affect
quality. A CAR normal _ly is issued as a result of an audit or a CAQ which management
identined. An individual can also initiate a CAR, which is referred to as a self-initiated
CAR, to report a CAQ. The CAR is then classi0ed into one of three different levels
(i.e., management level, medium level, or deviation) depending on the significance of
the CAQ.

The Radiological Occurrence Report (ROR) is used to report a radiological event or.

CAQ.

Equipment Trouble Tags (E'ITs) are used to identify and report plant-material condition.

deficienc'es. An Action Request (A/R)is then written to request that the condition be
repaired.

A Non-Conformance Report (NRC) is used ta document a condition, or procedure.

which renders the quality of hardware (matenal, system, structure, or component)
unacceptable or indeterminate.

The Team determined that no inadequacies exist in the overall method of identifying and
reporting CAQs. Notwithstanding, some issues, such as procedure dc0ciencies and component
failures, are eligible for more than one corrective action program which in and of itself has the

i potential to cause confusion and inconsistent process application. Further. each method is
independent and has its own database, therefore, overall coordination among the corrective action
programs is diffic 11 and not ensured. in addition, the threshoid for reporting a CAQ is not

!
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clearly defined among the corrective action programs, thereby making trending for the lower
threshold events dif6 cult. !

2.5.5.2 Root Cause Analysis

The Team assessed licensee methods ior conducting root cause analysis for a CAQ. Currently
the only systems that require roc.t cause analysis (unless it is determined to be not necessary) are
the RE/EIF and CAR systems. The ROR requires a RE/EIF to be completed only if it is a level
1 or 2 event. The E"IT4/R trending method has recently been updated (effective date March
10, 1992) to require a RE/EIF to be wriwn if a component has had three or more A/Rs
generated on it within the past 18 months. In addition, if a component has had three rejected
A/Rs written on it within the last 12 months (with similar problem description), it will have
RE/EIF written on it. The procedure for controlling NCRs has recently been updated (efiective
date February 3,1992), and one of the changes involves root cause analysis. As during the
disposition phase of a NCR, a determination as to whether root cause analysis should be pursued
is made. If root cause analysis is needed, a CAR or RE/ elf is generated.

Trending of data is currently cumbersome since problems may be identified in duplicate data
bases or not in any data base. Events which require a ROR to be generated do not get trended
unless they reach level 1 or 2 status. Component events which cause ehher a RE/EIF or a CAR
to be generated may not get trended properly if information is contained in both or either data

,

base. The licensee is working toward a common trending program, but that process is more than
a year away Currently, licensee trending of events is weak; however, management is cognizant
of this and atacars to be enacting appropriate measures to enhance trending program
effectiveness.

The Team assessed the root cause analysis training and the number of [vople qualified in each
department, initial training was given in 1990, but there currently is not a procedure which
indicates the periodicity the training should be given, in addition, there is not a procedure which
indicates the number of personnel required to be trained in _ root cause analysis within each
department. Since the RE/ elf program is increasing the number of issues identined and

'

subsequent investigations required, without a sufficient number of qualified investigators within
each Department (especially operations, technical, and maintenance), the system has the potential
to become overloaded. The Experience Assessment Hranch has identified the training issue and
is moving toward a solution.

2.5.5.3 Quality of Analysis

The Team assessed several RE/EIFs completed during the past six months for completeness,
proper root cause analysis, and corrective actions, The Team concluded that the responses met
th'e requirements of NA-02A002, however, the Team noted the following: 1) several of the

*

- RE/ElFs were not filled out entirely so a clear audit trail could not be followed; 2) the root cause,.

| analysis did not address generic corrective actions, both with personnel training and similar
equipment; and 3) there was no mention of interim corrective actions in a few RE/FIFs that

,

|
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required it. Procedure NA 02A002 does not address interim corrective action which could be
completed while the investigation is in process. In addition, the ElC does not follow the
corrective actions to completion. This could potentially cause a corrective action, which was a
priority in the investigation, to not receive proper attention. The licensee, in its self-assessment,
has addressed these problems and is working toward correction.

Theft | cam assessed several CARS initiated in 1991 for completeness, proper root cause analysis, ,
,

and corrective actions. The Team concluded that the responses met the requirements of NQA-
'

25, " Corrective Action," however, the determination of whether a root cause analysis should be
performed was inconsistent. In addition, a few CARS targeted the corrective actions at the !
personnel involved and not at the more generic implications. The licensee has recently (effective - f

date February 15,1992) updated NQA 25 and the procedure now stresses root cause analysis and
'

corrective actions. The new procedure and its effect on the CAR process could not be assessed
for this report due to its recent issue date. ;

2.5.5.4 Cor rectise Action Tracking
.

The Team assessed licensee methods for tracking corrective actions A CAR gets tracked
through PIMS and when all the actions are completed, QA takes the CAR to the completed
status. RE/HIFs get tracked through PIMS also, but the ElC is not delegated responsibility to

'

approve action item is completed. Rather, the department with the action has the responsibility
to assign completed status. NCRs are also tracked through PIMS and when completed, must go
through QA for final closure. RORs use the RE/EIF method for tracking corrective actions for
level 1 or 2 events. The E'IT and A/R are tracked througn plMS and the action group is
responsible for closure.

Currently there is no overall coordinator with the responsibility of tracking corrective actions. |
Certain methods are tracked from initiation until completion, while others are " handed-off" te;
the responsible department. This creates the potential of a corrective action not receiving the
priority it had during its approval.

2.5.5,5 Overall Correctise Action Process
'

The licensee overall corrective action program is somewhat disjointed and although some of the
corrective action programs fulfill the requirements of a good correction action process, others
warrant a review for improvement. The threshold for event identification is not clearly defined
and due to the numerous corrective action processes, personnel may not be completely familiar
with them all, Root cause analysis is not done consistently on all events (requirmg analysis) and
due to duplicate data bases, may not be effective with respect to trending. Investigations are
generally thorough, but at times do not address the generic implications of the event. The use
of PIMS in tracking corrective actions is a positive initiative, however effective oversight is
necessary to ensure comprehensive follow up of priority issues.

,

'
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The licensee has identified the weaknesses in this area and has initiated several programs for self-
improvement. A Corrective Action Program Task Force was formed to make recommendations j
for improvements. Senior management in both QA and at the facility are placing mon tmphasis i

on proper co,rective actions. The lisperience Assessment liranch will be rewriting the edure i

for in-llouse Investigations wnich will incorporate many of the problems mentioned above. QA |,

and the lixperience Assessment llranch are both working towards a commonality in root cause |
identifiers and mergi,, ' heir two databases. Since these initiatives have either been recently put !

into effect or are schedulu for implementation later this year, the Team cannot assess the quality
of the licensee improvements. However, the licensee appears to be effectively addrening the
issues of concern.

2.5.6 Conclusion

: The licensee organization has provided a good company and station management structure to
assess and provide for the safe operation of Peach Ik)ttom. Corporate and station management
have a good safety perspective and have been aggressive in the development of a safety conscious
management system for the plant. The team noted, however, potential weaknesses occurring
during the transition to the new system. The Peach I ottom quality anurance organizations
(NQA and ISliG) meet all Technical Specification requirements and are adequately staf fed with
qualified personnel. The station has taken steps to correct previously identified problem areas,

,

such as PORC work load and corrective action ineffectiveness. The thent Assessment liranch -!

is among several licensee initiatives to address the problems which have occurred with event I

tracking, root cause analysis, and the corrective action process. When the planned and initiated :

programs and systems are fully implemented, the safety assessment and quality verification
process at Peach Ikittom should be much improved and more effective.

a
-

1
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ATTACHMENT 1

UNitESOINED IT13]fLEROM Tile PrAGI IlOTLO3Lil!ALINFXCUON

Unresolved Item 92-80-01, " Assessment of inoperable Ccatro' Poc.n Instrumentation." .

I
The Team identified three instances in wnich the effect of inolwrable control*

toom instrum:ntation had not been eifectively e,'aluated with respect to
|emergency operatint, procedure implementation. The Team expressed concern

for the total number of inoperable control niom instrumentation, the camulative
effect of the inoperable equipment on operator and plant responv: io transients,

'

and the effectiveness of operational evaluations for inoperable instrumentatici..
(Section 2.1.4)

Unresolved item 92-80-02, "Immediate Interim Conxtive Actions to Self-Assessment
Weaknesses."

* The recent station-wide self assessment identilled many opportunities for
improved performance. The majority of areas are such that extended
improvement programs are appropriate. Ilowever, the Team concluded several
self-assessment weakness observations may require more immediate corrective
measures to reduce the potential for future safety problems. Specifically, the
Team observed weaknesses in the administrative controls for maintenance
troubleshooting development and work package quality. However, the hensee
should assess all self-assessment observations for applicability. (Section 2.3.1
and subsections)

Unresolved item 92-80-03, " Assessment of Operational Impact of Installed Instrumentation
Found to be Out of Calibration,"

The Team noted that the licensee lacked procedures to ensure that permanently*

installed instrumentation found to be out of calibration is properly ass %ssed for
effect on related system operability. (Section 2.3.1)

Unresolved item 92-8044, " Adequacy of Modification, Temporary Plant Alteration, and
Temporary Procedure Change Document Controls."

The Team noted isolated instances in which procedures and drawings affected by*

plant modifications had not been properly revised. The Team observed several
instances in which controlled drawings affected by TPAs were not properly
annotated. Additionally, the Team observed apparent discrepancy with controlled
drawing classification such that improper usage may occur. (Sections 2.4.3.2 and
2.4.3.5)
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